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ABSTRACT
Individual- psycho€ducational strategies were developed
for 13 female endurartce athletes'in an attempt to alter
their perceived exertion. Subjects' rate of perceived
exertion (npn) and heart rate (HR) were measured every
2 min. for a total of 6 min. while they exercised on a
treadrnill at 80% predicted maximal HR' pre- and
posttreatment. I\taximal- or<ygen uptake (riormax. ) was
measured pre- and posttreatment so that any charrges in
perceptions of exertion could be attributed. to the
psychoeducatj.ona.I strategies and not to physiofogical
improvements. -Athletes practiced the treatment for 2t
days. Data concerning imagery ability, vividness and
controllabilityr LIId initiaL subject orientation toward
discomfort that arises from endurartce activities were
collected. using vari-ous inventories ald questionnaires.
Individual treatment acceptance was a maior influence
in treatrnent effectiveness. Results indicated that
treatment was effecti.rei exhibited by decreases- in pre-
and posttreatment RPE. Eleven subjects percei-ved
decreases in the rate of exertion at posttreatment.
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Chapter l
工1lTROBUCT工ON
Performance for an ath■ete ■s the cu■m■nation of
weelcs, ■onths, and possib■y years or a ifetime of hard
physica■ ski■l practiceo  Yet a■■ too often the movement
patterns that are so we■■ ■earned and a■most automatic
disintegrate under pressure for no apparent physica■
reason.  An effective so■ution to this prob■em may ■ie
■n carefu■ eva■uation of indiv■dua■ cognitiOns before,
during, and after the ■earning and performance situations
(lieichenbaum, 1975)・
Answers do not readi■y ex■st for ■ndiv■dua■s from
group research, therefore ■nvestigations must be
conducted on an individua■ basiso  lVhen dea■ing with
individua■ performances, group ana■ysis may not be the
best method for obta■n■ng spec■fic answers.
Human behavior is characterised by be■ief of what
individua■s fee■ to be true about themse■ves (Ia■tz, 1960)
Individua■s gain this know■edge from experience and
otherst reactions to themo  Therefore, if perforhance
■s ineffective ■t may be due to ■nfer■or be■iefs and
fee■ings about their ao■■ities.  An obv■ous so■ution
wou■d be to a■ter those be■iefs so that they are
or■entecl toward successfu■exper■nces and des■rable
outcomes (i';ideffer, L9?'3)
in order to achieve
ar/areness and sensi-ui-ritY
anr= change, heighiened
to oi-te's cognitive processes
1
2and thou:qhts haVe tO bC aChieved in con」unCtiOn with
kn ow■edge of how they inf■uence human performance.
A■ertness to these fee■ings directs attention ■nward
to phy,io■ogica■ processes and psycho■ogica■ responses.
This a■■ows se■f―statements and images of onese■f to be
TIodified through reasonab■e and rationa■ reorganisation e
The se■f―statements and images then have ■mp■ic■t
mean■g and re■evance to the ■ndiv■dua■ and the s■tuation
The ■ndiv■dua■ can understand the conditions better ar.d
this may lead tO a more distinctive so■ution.
Be■ief in persona■ contro■ ver situations is
often der■ved from prev■ous successl u■ expernce.
Fai■ure experiences convey the opposite be■iefs (1〔■ inke,
1978)but these can be restructured to provide usefu■
information and ■earninge  Bё■ief that coping is possib■e
wi■ enhance one's abi■ity to copeo  lnner images and
■nner ta■k w■■ become v■v■d and directly or■ented towarcI
successfu■ o tcome.  The more v■v■d the ■nner exper■ences
the more rea■  the resu■tant b hav■or w■■  be.
The human nervous system cannot distingu■sh the
imaginod fron the rea■l it responds to both conditions
simi■ar■y (Ia■tz, 1960).  Psychoeducationa■ techrliques
capita■i=e on this inadeqtλacy.  They can he■p tc cOnvert
negative thoughts that ■ead to negative behavior into
positive ones.  :iegativity can be recogn■sed and rep■c d
with positive oriented thoughts and images.  1ノivid and
、ve■ structured inner ta■k and images w■■  dece■ve the
nervous SyStern into re sponding in Successful pat'cerns.
ihese successful patterns inrill become manifes-u in
physical behavior, and so behavior ,,vi11 reflect the
irnages that are perceived as reality (Suinn, t9?2),
fhe optimal condition for achieving vivid, well-
controlled inner experiences is one of relaxed attention
where rnuscular terision is absent and mental 'alerthesd
is i-ncreased (i,lcrim, L9?2), This can be achieved by
practice until relaxation beco.mes the automatic respon'se
to tension producing situations. tsehavioral experiences
v,rill then be consis-r,ent with the" inner thoughts.
r'his study attempted to provide these conditions
for endurance athl-etes using taped psychoeduca*uional
strategies. Relaxation procedures, previous success
experi-ences, and imagery in multi-sensory modes were
recorded on cassette tape for the subjects to listen
to for 2I days. 'ihey practiced control of their *r,houghts
and imaging processes ihrough these strategies Curing
regular endurance workouts. Sub jectir,'e estimations
of effort were tested to evaluate any change in
perception which indicateC increased control over
physiological responses of fatigue and discomfort. An
attempt to control for improved physiological condiiion'
that may affect perception was made by assessing maxirnal
oxygen uptake, prior to and after the implementaiion of
the treatment program.
年|´
|
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ScoPe of Problem
Personalised psychoeducational' strirtegies were
' developed a1d applied in a3 attempt to alter ferirale
I endurance athletes' subjective rate of exertion. Subjects
' ,ere 13 female Ithaca College track team members who
I n""ticipated in this study voluntarily. Their daily
workouts with the track team involved endurartce workloads
for 2 hr.
Subjects completed four treadmill testings in which
they were required to subjectively rate workl-oad
intensities. Subject reliability was deterrnined from
these scores. Subjects exercised on the treadmill at BO%
l
' of their predicted maxj-mal heart rate (HR) (22O minus age)"
, 
the bate of perceived exertion (npn) was recorded pre- and
' posttreatment.
Subjects completed the Betts Qurestionnaire of Mental
Imagery (qi,,'ll ) anO the Gordon Test of Visual Imagery Control
' (TVIC) to detefmine their abilities on these two variables.
subjectb also completed the california Q-set, which
required the sorting of 100 personality descriptors into
charicteristics most and least like themselves. The
resultalt self-profiles were then corelated against the
prototype of 
€m augmenter and a reducer type athlete (of
paj-n and diseomfort), evaluated by three experienced
endurartc'd event coaches.
Subjects were interviewed'as a group and were then
asked to complete a feedback sheet to ascertain aly
5existing personal coping strategies for discomfort during
endurance performance. From this information, personalised
strategies for coping with discomfort during endurartce
practice and performance were developed and recorded on
cassette tape. Thi-s was the treatment, which subjects
practiced for 2t days by listening to the cassette tape
each evening and applying the techniques during regular
track practiee.
Fo■owing the treatment, subjects' perceptions of
′
phys■ca■ exertion were onc` aga.n measured‐at the same
work■oad (80% predictec rmaxo HR).  Subjects' '92max. were,
measured pre・・ and posttreatment to assess any changes ュn
fitness ■eve■s across the 21 days of treatmente  subjects
then comp■eted a post―seasOn questiOnna■re which requested
detai■ed eva■uations of participation in the study。
Statement of Problem
The effさbts Of psychoeducationa■ str egies on the
subjective ratO of exertion lvere exanined.
Hvっothesis
Psychoeducationa■ s rategies w■■■ reduce the percep―
tion of phys■ca■ exertion and fatiguee
Assumptions
The fo■■ow■ng assumptions were estab■ished for this
study:
1。  Perceived exertion wil■ no  be enhanced by
fami■arity with the rating sca■e
52, 'r'readmi-Il running. in the laboratory lvas an
appropriate measurement criteri-on for running.
3, fhe psychological vari-ab1es rneasured. by ihe
inventories were relevant to the subjects' orientation
toward treatment acceptance.
4, A11 subjects were truthful in their estimations,
feelings, and thoughts in answers'to the in',rentories.
' Definition of r"erms
'r'he following terms have been defined for 'uhe purpose
of this study:
L. Percelvqd exertion is the subjective rating
of physical exertion and' degree of fatigue of vrorkloads.
It utilises all sensory feedback and interpretations
of bodily states.
2. Ir'laximal oxvsrg.n uptake (riOZtnax) is an individual's
capacity to use
in milliliters
oxygen during physical exercise recorded
per kilogram of body weight per minute
.'he greater the amoun'i, of oxyCen utilised(nL/\',{min. ) .
the more efficien-u the individual system. 'iOrrnax. has
been shown to correlate lvith physical fitness Levels.
VOrmax. is measured. by gas analysers which collect expiredz
gases while the aihlete exercj-ses on a treadrnil-l E-t, given
speeds and workLoads.
3, R.elaxed atien*i"ion is 'r,he reduction of body and
menial tension and associa-ued physiolo.gical syn:ptorns.
|
7The body and mind do not attend to any irreletant stimuli
but are foeused on intenti.ons.
4. Controllability of imagery is the ability to
direct and maintain images along a pre-set path of achieve-
ment
5. Vividness of imagery is the ability to conceive
specific mental images vrith particular clarity and defini-
tion.
6. Psychoeducational strategies are piersonal coping
techniques used by the athletes to cope with discomforts
that ari'se naturally from physical endurance rvorkouts.
7. Reducer type athletes have the eapacity to fight
through fatigue and pain when training or competing.
Little aches and pains dc not seem to be much of a problem.
They appear to be personally in charge of their performance.
B. Augrnenter ttrce athletes have a difficuLt time
with fatigue and pain rvhen training or competing. Little
aches and pains seem to be "blown out of proportion. "
They appear to lose control of performance to fatigue and.
pain.
Delimitations'
The following delimitations were appropriate for this
study:
1. Thirteen female endurance-event track athletes
lvere utilised as subjects.
2, The Betts Ql[I sca]e was the only test administered
to assess the degree of vividness of mental images.
B, 3. , The Gordon Test of Visual Imagery Control was the
only test administered to assess the ability to control
I mental images.
,, l+. The California Q-set was the only test used to assess
athlete resemblance to the prototlrpe of art end.urance
athlete; one who can cope with the physical discomfort
of end.urartce events.
5, Treatment comprised selected psychoeducational
strategies of relarcation, a standard-success experi.ence,
and. individualised coping techniques '
6. Treatrnent extended across a period of just 2L days.
Limitations
i th" following limitations existed for .this study:
1. The limited practice time for treatment may not
be ad.equate for alt subjects. Therefore, the effective-
i "ess may be red.uced and d.ifferent results occur vtith ex-
; 
tended tred.tment Periods.
2. Different results may occur with other psycho-
educational strategies .
), It is difficult to attribute vrhether the success
or failure of the treatment was due to the rela:cation
techni-que, stand.ard success experience, or personalised
strategY. '
4, These results only pertain to thls group of
, female endurance athletes, due to individual variables
of treatrnent accePtartce. ''
95. Treatrnent effectiveness relied on individual ac-
ceptance of cognitive restructuring, which necessitated
subject committtnent and belief in the treatment.
5. The resul-ts of this investigation only apply to
exercise up to 6 min. duraiion.
chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The exam■n tiOn of re■ated ■iterature ■n this chapter
w■■■ oons■der the ■nf■uences affecting psychoeducationa■
strategies, perce■Ved eX rtion, and selected.phys■o■ogica■
responses to exerc■se.  The rev■ew w■■ be structured
under the fo■■owing headings3 (a)perceived exertion,
(b)techniquet for behaViora■ management, (c)the rO■e of
imagery in behaviora■ management, and (d)the effects of
exercise on HR and oxygen consumption.
Perce■ved Exertion
The concept of perce■ved xertion was originated by
Borg at the lnstitute dT App■ied Psycho■ogy, University of
Stockholm ■n SWeden.  Perce■ved ex rtion dea■s w■th the
subjective estimate of the exertiona■ costs of work effort
(BOrg& Nob■e, 1974)・  ThiS Subjectivity haS a direct ef―
fect on the dec■s■on to continue or cease hnrd phys■a■
work and a■so governs the chO■ce of work intens■ty.
us■ng the Borg protocO■, the exerc■s■ng  ndiv■ua■
is requested to assign a numera■ to represent the subieC―
tive sensations of the amount of Work be■ng perfoェ“ムed.
Morgan (1973)SuggeSted that perceived exertion dependS
not on "What the individua■ is doing but rather on What
he thinks he iS dOing・:(p。 97)・
Interest in the psyChO■ogica■a pects Of phys■ca■
lYork or power has grown rap■d■y sュnce Borg deve■op d the
10
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Rate of Perceived Exertion (npn) scale. Studies have been
conducted to determine rvheth.er environmental conditions a.nd
individual d.ifferences affect percej-ved exertj-on. Investiga-
tions which will be cited later include factors such as
heat, d.rugs, hlpno.tic suggestion, expectalcy and their in-
fluences on perceived exertion.
Borg emphasised that huriran efficiency of performance
can be dreasured accurately physiologically, but psychological
measures are influenced by many vari-ed factors. The key
to und.erstanding humarts at work encompasses not only
physical responses but questj-ons rvhat effort the indivi-..
dual has to expend. At what costs? How is the task per-
ceived? How hard or difficult is the task for the subject?
The subjective symptoms associated with physical work
intensity are manifested in perceptual data'and can be
vievred aS a Seeond class of stress indicatorsr the primary
class being the exact or objective assessment of measuri-ng
of physiological responses which are derived from stress
testing (norg & Noble, t974).
t'rlork on perceived exertion has primarily been con-
ducted. j.n order to attempt to improve human efficiency in
performance. For example, the work capacity in rehabilita-
tion for coronary patients \\,aS measured using the RPE scale.
The 'scale has also diagnostic value in medicine artd exer-
ci.se prescription. The intensity of rvork.or treatment
can be regulated by the subjects' perception of fati.gue,
―'   ・・   「
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exertion, pain, discomfortr or satisfactj-on. Subj ects or
patients can be exercised at their appropriate level, and
goals can be regulated for marcj.mum efficiency without
risk of physiological damage.
Scales for PerceiveA Exertion
Borg developed the RPE scale as a simple a-nd direct
measurement of the degree of exertj-on and fatigue. It is
vridely used and, in most experiments, ratings of perceived
exertion increase linearly with heart rate (Hn; (norg A
Nob1e, Lg?4). The RpE scale is a 15-point scale ranging
from 6 to 20, Category 6 has a verbal anchor of very,
very light exertion and category 20 has a verbal anchor
of very, very hard exertion. These number ratings approxi-
mate l/L}th of liRr/min. for individ.uals of 20 years of age..
It is also possible to predict HR from the following equa-
tion: HR = RPE x 10.
The reliabil-ity and validity of Borg's RPE scale has
frequently been exami-ned. Skinner, Hutsler, Bergsteinova,
arrd Buskirk (L9n) tested the RpE scale and found, that
randomly assigned workloads correlated as highly with HR
as did progressively i-ncreasing workloads. subjects were
able to pereeive equally we1}, differences in rryork inten-
sity under both conditions. 
_ 
They concluded that the pro..
gressive test was of sufficient reriability and validity
and off ered the advantage of taJring Less time.
t3
Borg initially worked rvith a rating scale that com-
prised. 2t points ranging froin v€flr very light exertion
to very, very hard exertion. Ratings correlated highly
vrith HR (E = .85) for healthy people. However, Iinearity
vfas found. to increase by reducing the scale to the L5-
point grad.ed category scale descrj-bed earli-er. 0ther
scales \^fere also developed. a3d. utilised, namely: (a) a
tine scale lvhere subjects marked, the intensity of their
perception on a line scale. To the left of this line
was written "maximal exertionr " and to the right was
rvritten "no exertion at aI] ," (b) a 9-point graded scale
d.esigned. by Noble, Robertson, and UicBurney (Borg, L973) where
category 2 correspond.ed. with "not at all stressful" and
category I with "very, very stressfr-tI ," -aLld (c) yet another
scale developed by Borg (t9?3) where subjects estimated
their degree of exertion j-n relati-on to the notion of
ma:<imal exertj-on d,esignated. as 1OO. Results 'using this
latter scale revealed. low correlations with HR of r = ')t
for bicyc■e ergometer work at 6oO kpm/min. and r、= .56 for
9OO/}(pn/nr:n. (Bbrg, L97)). Due to the lovr reliabilities,
this scale has not been used extensi'vely'
original vrork rvithr perceived. exertion was conducted
on dlmamic muscular exertion (Borg & Iinderholm, 1967),
Subjects worked on a blcycle ergometer for short durations
(i.e., less thar t min.) but reliable results were achj'eved
rvhen compared to results over a longer period of time '
14
However, data were cons■dered spur■ous by some ■nvestigators
as work■oads were admin■stered in non―random ordere  Con―
sequent■y, Borg replicated the study administering work―
lo ads ■n vnrying intensュties and in random order; resu■ts
were the same as reported enr■■e
The re■ationship between RPE and HR has never been
suggested as causa■, a■though high intercorre■ations do
existo  Borg and Nob■e・ (‐1974)point out.that this is not
surpr■s■ng´ ■nce the sca■e 、・Ias deve■op d w■th such a re―
■ationship in mind.
Phys■o ogica■ Factors of Perce■ved Ex rtion
Perce■ved e=Ortion has a comp■ex n ture and its
sources may be der■ved from vnT■ous body ■ cationso  Bo th
centra■ and ■oca■ factors have been suggested as the
originators of perceived exertion (Ekb■om& Go■dba g, 1971).
The centra■ factors compr■se HR and oxygen consumption
(†°
2´
)' Where stress is p■ac ed‐on pu■monary venti■ation
and c■rcu■ation systems.  The ■oca■ factor has ■ts source
■n the working musc■es.
C ontro■■ed changes ■  HR by admュn■ster■ng drugs and
■ncreas■ng env■ronmenta■ heat did not e■eva e or decrease
RPE in hea■t y young subjects (Ekb■om& Go■dbarg, 1971)0
This seems to ■ndicate that perce■ved exertion ■s n t a■w ys
a direct corre■ate`of Centra■ measures (1.e。, HR).  PandO■f,
c afarel■i, Nob■e, and Hetz (1972)demonstrated the ■oca■
factor at worko  The peda■■ing rate on a bicyc■e ergometer
15
l'./as lowered"for subjects and the resistance lvas increased.
Subjects then worked at high pedalling rate and lovr resis-
tanee levels. Perceived. exerti-dn was elevated when resis-
tance was increased, indicating that perceived exerti-on is
not alrvays a function of metabolic equivalence but of loca1
muscular stress.
A study from the }iuman Enerry Research Laboratory,
University of Pittsburgh, by Nob1e, l!:et,zo Pandolf , BeIIr.
Cafarelli, and Sime (L97)) produced results that indicated
that HR is not always an exact mirror image of RPE. 'they
examined walking artd running at similar IIR leve1s. During
running, perceived exertion was always lower than while
vralking (e.S.,at HR 150 bpm RPE was LO,3 for the running
eondition, and tz.L for the walking condition). It was
eoncluded that the physical discomfort of walking at J,J
mph or a't a HR of 1JO bpm was responsible for the incre-
mented rates.
Local factors have also been compared across limbs.
At the same VO, Ievels arm exerci-ses produce higher lactate
levers than ]eg exercises (Astrand, t960)' Ekbrom a:rd
Goldbarg (Lg?L) suggested. that the lactate accumulation
is the most important factor i-n perceived exertion. The
elevated RPE's for arm exercises compared to leg exercises
at the sam'e -absolute workload supports this assertion.
consi-dering the evidence in support of central and
l-ocaI factors as the catalytic sites for perceived exertion,
10.
it appears that local factors have the major contribution.
The perception Seems to concern somatic sensations from
the joint capsules and ligaments (pandolf et &I., t9??)
culmi.nating in tensioh on the muscles and tendons.
Physiological factors do not totally account for RPE
ratings (ltorgan, l9?3), therefore other factors must
impinge upbn the value estimations of subjects' "effort
sense. " Psychological studies may yield pertinent informa-
tion and answers.
Morgan, Raven, Drinkvrater, and Horvath (L9?3) found
that hypnotic suggestion can affect RPE. Hypnotically-
induced subjects' RPE values closely ad.hereo to the exper5--
menters' suggestions of di-fferent vrorkloads, even though
the vrorkload. remained const'ant at 5OO kpmr/min. on the
bicycle ergometer. Even HR changed to correspond rvith the
experimenter's suggestions. Expectascy of exercise in-
tensity and duration also affects RPE (neieski a Ribisl,
19BO). RpE values !?ere decreased when subjects ran for
20 min. vrhen they were led to believe that they would be
runling for 30 min. HR ventilatory volumes and respi-ra-
tory rates lvere similar in the 20-min. run artd the sup-
posed. 30 min.-run. Subjects were found to delay the un-
pleasalt consequences of fatigue until the task l^ras virtually
eomplete, suggesting they may have employed some kind of
coping technique to suppress these consequences.
of Perceived Exertion
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I.Jiorgan (tg?)) suggested that a combination of physio-
Iogical and psychological i-nfluences are the source of RPE '
The physj-caI response relies on the processing of perceptual
information (e.g., perceived. exertion). Bartley (t970) as-
sociated. pereeived exertion with the perception of pain
through the homeostatic and "comfort" systems'. He suggested
these are two additional perceptual systems rvhich are closely
Cependent on physiological mechanisms for their information.
The homeostatic system bomprises various internal receptors
responsible for body regul,ation. Such receptors are found
in bl-ood vessel lvalls. The "comfort" system has been iden-
tified. as a mechanj-sm of alvareness for experiential bodily
comfort which involves the sensing of pain, temperature,
and touch. changes in the body states during physical stress
ca4 upse.t these systems and play an important role in the
pereeption of exertion.
In summaLr.:!t perceived exertion concerns the subjective
estimate of how hard individuals think they are vrorking'
',Jhat is actually being perceived and subjectively rated
is stil] relatively unknolvn, since so many physiological
.responses j-ncrease linearly lvith increasing workload'' An
individual's subjective estimate of effort is general'ly
governed. to,a large extent by ?ctual wotkload. Irrespec-
tive of the scale being used., healthy young subjects can
perceive d.ifferences irl workload intensities (trorg & Noble'
tg74) .
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ThiF has been demonstrated for progressively increasing
workloads and randomly selected workloads (Skinner et aL., t9?3) ?
The factors responsible for an individual's RPE are
I
: not vrell understood and a substantial amount of contra-
* dictory evidence concerning the physiological locations of
; "effort sense" exists. Some investigators have proposed
that HR is a priinary cue (B9rg, L973), others have suggested
that venti■atory rninute volume is a key stimu■us (Morgan,
Hurota, WietZ, と、Ba■ke, 1976)。  Sti■■ OtherS maintain
■t is the accumu■tion of metabO■ites and waste products
in the working m sc■es (Morgan& Pol■ ock, 1976).
Psycho■ogic a■and physlca■ ch nges ■n the env■ronmenta■
and indiv■dua■ conditions affecting the centra■ and ■oca■
factors can cause changes in RPE without affecting HR.
Sim■Яr■y the converse ■s t u where changes ■n HR do not
affect RPE.
Perhaps Ekb■om and GO■dbЯrg・s tlt/o―faCtOr thёory is
reasonab■e for exp■a■n■ng perception of exertion.  The
first is the ■oca■ fac tor ■nvo■v■ng musc■e stress, and the
second is the centra■ fa tOr invO■Ving perception of
venti■ation and c■rcu■atory stress, not the actua■ phys■o―
logica■ processes, per se, but the externa■isa ion of hese
processes (Nob■e ct a■i, 1973).
Borg combined a■■ fac tors, oca■ and centra■, to ex―
p■a■n perce■v d exertion.  He v■ewed perce■ved exertion as
a t`gesta■t" of a■■ bo di■y feedback comprising sensations
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from the organs of circulation and respiration, from the
muscles, the joints, and the skin. A combi,nation of all
'bodily sensations from vari-ous locatj.ons contribute to
perceived exertion.
As it stands, RPE can be a useful additional tool
in work capacity testing for medical and athletic
purposes. Patients can indicate appropriate.levels for
rehabilitation using the RPE scale. They cart moni.tor
their own bodily sensations and adjust exerci.se intensity
accordingly to match their perception of effort. RPE has
been shown to be subject tb manipulation through physical
and psychological devices. It may, therefore, be of use
in medical eircles to safely extend peoples' capacities
beyond their normal stopping point. 
,
Behavioral l'lanagement Te.Chni.q ues
Ulany situations arise in life and sport where
individuals believe the condi-tions of the environment will
exceed the limits they can endure. Sometimes this may
be a true evaluation of the situation, but often thi-s
may be a false appraisal. Events that are perceived
as potentially in excess of, one's limits will arouse
anxiety and wilJ. provoke the individual to seek escape
from the situation. Perceptions are of great importance
to behavj-oral and cognitive control and may change the
meaning of a situation from one that is a threat to one
that is within the normal limits (fleintce, t978),
}\?o
. i1.
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The importance of perception is demonstrated by
Si-monton (L9?8, cited in Lazarusr 1979) , a physician who trains
cancer patients to perceive themselves in control of the
healing of their.diseases. His teaching i's based on
strong beliefs, positive attitudes, and expectations
towards healing. A change in attitudes and beliefs can.
alter pereeption, and through this individuals can be
sholn that they can control their responses to aversive
stimuli. Control may be achieved through trvo tlpes of
strategy, associative and dissociative.
Associative strategies. focus attention on the task.
Individuals can regulate their physiological responses
through cognitive control (Meichenbaum, L9?.5). They learn
to recognise the potentially aversive stimuli and use them
as cues to initiate a self-control strategy. Individ,uals
may reassess or reframe the situation (e.9., physiological
responses attributed to arxiety may be relabelled as
arousal or interest (I,azarus , L976) .
Dissociative strategies are used to divert the indivi-
dual's thoughts away from the task that is car-i.sing anxiety
and inhibition. Spme dissociative techniques involve
counting backvrards and imaging relaxing scenes. Extreme
measures are offered by Lazarus (L9?9) vrho recommended
avoj-ding aversi-ve stimuli by denial of reality. The
efficacy of these strategies, hov,rever, will depend specific-
ally on the individual and the parameters of the situation.
2t
Oftenthed'emand'softhetaskmaybetotallyincom-
patibleulithanind'ividual'sski}Ilevelartdresponse
repertoi-re,butmanyinstancesarisewhereindividuals
merely believe they are not capable of responding'ap-
propriately.Theperforrrarrceoutcomemaybeattributed
to other competitors' performance or environmental factors '
Individuals and athletes who do not believe in thleir abillty
to exert some control over the outcome need help to re-
assert their Personal control '
personal control over performance ca, be acliieved
byreplacingnegativeimagesandfailure-oriented'""rr-
directions with success-ori-ented ones. This restructuring
isnecessaryaSthebrainprocessesallimagesandthen
I
instructs the body to respond accord.ing to thi's informa-
tion (tviattz , Lg6o) . Individuals need, to persuade them-
selves that successful performalce is possible' itn"y must
also be avlare they have certain strategies available to
them to increase this possibility'
Inhighstarrd'ardathletics,physicalskills,areso
closely matched among performers that the psychological
conditioning is critical to performance (Zaremski, 1980)'
Therefore, at rvorld. class level, athletes who arb success-
t'
oriented in their thoughts and. rvho genuindly bel'ieve in
their abi}ity r,li}I tend' to be the optimum perforrners
(suinn, 19BO). Less competent athletes may experience
failure more consistently than top class athletes because
|・ |
|
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their thoughts and beliefs-may be centered on past mistakes
and errors. The brai-n receives this negative information
anC directs the body to respond accordingly. Further
failure is imminent unless a restructuring of the negative
attributions occurs. SeLf-control tovrard successful..per-
formdnce can only exist by'recognition of behavioral heficits
and application of strategies to produce the desired
behavior.
Se1f-control is a process where individuals guide,
choose, and regulate their own behavi-or toward a desired
outcome. It is a learned process through social- contacts
and experi-ence. A repertoire of effective responses is
acquired as the individual experiences more complex situa-
tions. These responses need judgment and direction for
their purposes and are exercises in discriminatj-on and
problem sotving (Colafried & Merbaum, t9?3). The need
for self-control usually only appears when normal t response
chains are not sufficient to cope vrith the situation.
Usually there is a choice betvreen an immed.iate und. 
""rra"ding
situation and aversive consequences (t<anfer & Goldfoot,
L965 ) , The choice may be dictated by social pressures but
ideally the decisi-on should be made free of any soeial agents,
if it is to be deemed true self-control (Goldfried & Ivlerbaum,
t9?3) .
- Self-control can be I'earned artd, according to London
(L959), it is necessary to defend individuaL freedom. i'dore
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and. more frequently lve are concerned. with the dangers of
external control (e.g., rvhere environmental factors delay
finishing,a task). Follorving is a revi-ew of some"of the
more popular modes of behavioral management through self-
control'
Relaxation
R.elaxation is a key element throughout atl the 
.tech-
ni_ques that wirr be dealt with. I\tcKim (Lg?z) empfiasised.
the importance of rela:<ation, and Benson (t976) concluded
that many of the self-control techniques themselves al^e
merely elaborate methods of ind,ucing relaxation.
Relarcation techni.ques involve decreasing muscle ten-
sion while at the sane time increasi-ng mental aleitness '
Nideffer (tg?6) suggested. that thi's is possible as the
indi-vidual ,s attention is d.iverted from bodily sensations
and is free to concentrate on the task at hand' The rela:ca-
tion process usually requi-res concentration on the specific
techniques and not on actually rela:<ing. If individuals
force themselves to rela:< and rela:<ation is not abhieved,
fnrstrationresults,makingitevenmoredifficultto
relax. Nideffer (tgZ6) asserts that it is important to
recognise that d.istractions d.o occur and' to use the dis-
tractions as a cue to concentrate on the technique that
induces relax'ation.
Physical and mental relaxation allow individuals to
direct attention to the desired. goal without oistlaction'
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Achieving this state of muscular rela:cation and mental
alertness requires a great deal of practice. It is es-
sentially a skill and its aim is to become the automatic
resDonse to any tension=producing stimulus (irtattz, L960).
Recornmendati-ons for optimal learning vary but a minimum
of three to four deep relaxaij-on sessions per week, each of
40 min. duration, is necessary to attain any adeptness
in tension-producing situations (Budz).nski, 79?B) , The
goal is to develop the rela:caticn response into a weII-
learned and habitual one.
Of the several rela:<ation techniques, some involve con-
centration on muscular rela:cation and some on mental rela:ca-
tion. StiII others involve verbalisation and visualisation
of imd.gery. Jacobson's (L938) progressj.ve'ielaxation is a
technique specifically designed for muscular rela:cation.
Jacobson recognised. that individuals had to be able to d.is-
criminate betvreen tension and relaxation before they could
prod.uce an appropriate rela:<ing response. In progressive
rela:<ation individuals are instructed to tense and release
various muscle groups i.n sequence so that they become aware
of these conditions. Once they are alvare of how tension
feels they can recognise it in their ovar bodies and sub-
sequently begin rel-a:<ation exercises. Orlick (1980) has
found. that athletes and dartcers are particularly a',{are of
bodily muscle tension and find these techniques easy to
use and progress MerY quicklY.
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Zaremski (1980) introduced a simil_ar technique of re-
Ia-:<ation involving first tensing and then reraxing, and. as-
sociated these with breathing exerci-ses. she also emproyed
a centering technique where athletes vrere required to let
themselves becorne quiet rvith each breath. Zaremski also
used imagery in which the athletes were asked. to visualise
a portion of their sport but to make no judgments about it.
They tivere merely to be in the action and stirr observe the
performance. This allovred the ath.letes to be invorved
without the consequences of rear-rife sport situations.
Some techniques involve mental strategy for rela:<a-
tion. 'Benson (t9?6) asks the subject to sit comfortabry and
repeat the word "one" for approximately 2o min. This word
has no particular connotations and can be rikened to the
sanskrit syllabIe or mantra used in Eastern phirosophies
and practices (l,ayrnan, Lg?B), The mind.,s attention is
directed to the lvord and is not centered. on negative
thoughts or irrelevant i-nformation. Benson has used. the
relarcation response frequently in clinicar proced.ures and
has recorded reductions in the physiological measurements
of blood pressure and l'actic acid accumuration (rvhich con-
tributes to muscular fatigue). The reraxaLion response is
similar in nature to the Eastern practices of transcendental
mecitation (Tl''1) r vog&r and zen ',,rhere a "calmi-ng of the mi-nd"
is practiced. These practiees are consistent rvith l,{altz'
(tg5O) premise that the body is preprogrammed to react ap-
propriately but must be sufficiently rela:<ed to d.o so.
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Autogenic Training
Autogenic training involves verbali-sation artd visualisa-
tion as part of rela:<atj-on. Schultz and Luthe (L959) ae-
veloped. this procedure emphasi-sing respiratory control and
thermal regulation in conjunction with suggestive phrases'
such as heavy, slarml longr co.Ut1r ald stretch to achieve the
d.esired outcome of a rela:ced state. Autogenic training has
proven particularly effective ior swimmers and sprinters
(i'Ienz &,Strong, 1980) who progressed through tension, re-
Ia:<ation, and competitive readj-ness by repeating the phrases
silently xrd./or visuallY
Biofeedback
Biofeedback for behavioral control has more frequently
been used in clinical setti-ngs arrd less in.sport. Bj,ofeedback
is an external verificati-on method of the extent of bio-
Iogical activity ( e.g., electromyography (Ei{G) or body
temperature (thermal)) . Individual's are initiallJ.i connec-ued.
to sensitive instruments which record physiological re-
sponses and, transmit salne imrnediately. Individuals learn
to recognise tension and initiate the natural, Iearned re-
sponse, relaxation. The internal body feed.back becomes the
focus of the individual's attention and, therefore, distract-
ing stimuli are not attended to. Individuals can learn
lvhether or not to respond to certain stimuli and to control
responses.
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Systematic Desensitisation
systematic desensitisation is imagery-based artd was
originally used by l'Jolpe (tg6g) to overcome anxiety prob-
lems in a clinical setting. Since that time it has often
been used for alleviating phobias (Kazdin, 19?5)' Desen-
sitisation attempts to alter the valence of noxious stimuli
by repeatedly pairing them with responses that are favor-
able or reinforcing. vrlolpe (Lg69) used' this method rvith
athletes and began the sessions with relaxati-on techni-ques '
This v/as followed. by scenes that lvere consid'ered d'istressing
to the athletes. The scenes lvere. intensified progres-
sively until they became extremely vivid. Gradually the
distressing situation lvas approached. in reaiity while the
athlete still maintaj-ned a rela:red condj-tion. 'uvolpe
claimed effectiveness on the premise that rela':<ation artd
inhibition cannot exist at the sane time ' Suinn (tgZ6)
demonstrated systematic d.esensitisation in action'uvith
the Lg?5 united States' (LT.S. ) ski Team at Innsbruck' A
skier ivho had recently lost confid.ence in his ability
toracewasd.irectedphysica}lyarrd'inimagerythrough
his race. The courses he "skied" progressed' in difficulty
as he successfully completed each run'
Thought StoPPing
Thoughtstoppingisyetartothertechniquefavoredby
Suinrr (L9?6), Individuals are taught to- recognj-se negative
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thoughts and. use them as cues to stop ald immediately re-
place them rvith positive thoughts. one skier from the u.s.
Nordic Team- skied to a strong driving beat of a favori'te
tune. idhenever a negat|ve thought crossed his mind he im-
mediately recalled the melody and refocused his attention
on skiing to the beat.
Visuo-illotor B ehavior Rehearsgl- IWIBR )
. Suinn has developed a technique known as vi-suo-motor
behavior rehearsal (VMBR) rvhich essentially involves three
stages: relaxation, practice of imagery pertaining to
the skill at ha1d,, ald the use of imagery for strengthen-
ing psychological responses artd motor skills.' suirur's
proced.ures include a brief version of Jacobson'S progres-
sive relaxation practice until relaxation becomes the
automatj-c response to the stressful situation' I'iental
imagery is initially directed by the coach, srld then athletes
are gradually encouraged. to image on their o'r^rn' rithletes
must feel "in" the situation and not merely be thinking of
the situation. Therefore, if the coach initiates questions
for .rividness then they must concern appropriate and' explicit
experiences for that athlete.
VliiBR may be used. to attain optimum levels of arousal
necessary for ma(imum performance. Under-aroused athletes
may become moti.rated by rehearsing their event, artd over-
aroused athletes may become calmer. Suinn recognj-Sed'
four benefits from r/T:IBR: (a) relalcation and aruciety reduction
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in transfer frorn practice to performance, (b) concentra-
tion improvement, (c) error correetion, and (d) skill de-
velopment. 'ilith each imagi-nary rerun, athletes become
more and more familiar and confident vrith their skills '
lT,mR is aimed. at increasing habit strength under specific
stimulus conditions. It is concerned with the enhance-
ment of performance and not Solving emotional problems
(Titley, 1980).
Attention Control Lraining (ACT)
Nideffer and. Sharpe (L9?9) devetoped a technique for
behavioral control lvhich dealt wlth the control of atten-
tion. The method is ca}led. Attention Control Training
(ACT) and is specifically aimed. at training mental aware-
ness and concentration. ACT concerns the ability to
voluntarily direct attention, and to concentrate in rvays
consisient vrith the demands placed upon the individual by
the task ( I'{ideff er & Sharpe , Lg?g) . ACT requires a passive
concentration similar to rela(ed attention where the indivi-
dual should be av/are of the total environmeht before deci-
sions to react are made. Nid.effer and Sharpe (L9791 ""-
Iate ACI to athletics in th-e associ-ation bettveen mental
and muscular tension. Iduscular'tension increases the
likelihood of performance inhibition and breakdorvir'a]"Id
this effect may occur due to mental tension'
These techniques are concerned vrith altering the
beha',rioral response by relabelling or reframing the stimulus
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that elicits a particular response. The stimulus is the
cue to alter behavior. If new responses can be associated
rvith old stimuli, then they wiII eventually d'ecay and' break
old habits (Guthrie, t93il. Thus' cues to behavior vrould
have to be carefully identified. and' personal control could
become more effective '
Rationatr Emotive TheraPY (RET)
This technique rvas d.eveloped. by E1lis (L962) and is
based on the same idea as ACT. The primary objective of
RET is to teach ind,i,riduals to perceive environmental cues
more clearly or in'a different framework. Individuals can
come to see that a response arises from emotional reaction
to what is believed to be there and' not the actual situa-
tion. rf the situation caused the response, then everyone
would respond in the same vlay' But' it is evident that
there are individual differences in responses to most ,arr
situations. Reevaluation of the situation is possible
throughimageryrehearsaland'role-playing'creatinga
hierarchy of increasingly difficul-t si-tuations ' The in-
dividual rearns to cope in stages, and coping becomes the
natural behavior.
"In vivo" Emotive lherapv
',In vivo,' emotj-ve therapy, d.eve}oped by Horarr (L973)
is similar to RET. Horart used' "i-n vivo" emotive therapy
forpaincontrolinchildbirth.Theimageryinvolved
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individ.uals attending to meaningful thoughts and emoti-ons
and. events concerning easy'childbirth. The techni'ques
were not merely distractive but directly associated rvith
the cause of pain and holv to overcome it '
0ther associative techniques are often used by
athletes who encounter pain and discomfort in the exhaustive
levels of their training and performance. ivlorgan and Pollock
(Lg?5) examined rvorld class marathon runners (a}l having
eompleted in 2z20 or less). The runners reported they paid
close attention to their bodily sensations and thought
specifically of running a1d. the race. However, they did
cOnStarttly remind themselveS to "relax" and "Stay loose.''
I,lierely relarcing may have been the technique enabling them
to overeome the discomfort. I,{any even d.enied the exi-stence
of the proverbial "!va11." iiorgan ald Pollock suggested that
this situation arose from the athletes' superior runnj.ng
ability and their ability to monitor their ovrn bodiesr so
that they could adjust their effort and intensity and not
over-tax themselves too ear]y. They, therefore, did not
subject their bodies to overt pain and stress'
There are many more techniques d.eveloped for behavioral
control. Some are specific to particular sports (e.9.,
brain power golf (gpC) d.eveloped by irlenz and' Strong in
19BO). BPG involved using relaxation techniques, imagery'
a1.d review of good. shots. Some techniques viere developed
for every da[, real-life situations but are applicable
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to sport too. Most metliods are'concerned with-changing a
response by reevaluating the stimulus strength. Adv'erse
physiological reactions serve as the cue to begin the
stratery and individuals are taught to recognise these
cues. Practi-ce is imperative so that the change in
behavior beiomes the automatj.c response. Most methods
demand a relaxed state, combi.ning a decrease in muscular
tensionr drrd increase in mental a'lertness. This state
is termed relaxed attention and is the most recept5.ve
state for the effects of imagery. The imagery involved
in these'techniques is a body-thinking process where the
body is allowed to respond to the images conceived.
Conscious thought of perform€lnce can serve as a
rehearsal for actual performance. The imagery involved
often causes muscular responses. EMG traces of a U.S.
skier who practiced his race only in imagery were
examinedi and they were found to corresponri with the timing
of particularly difficult secti.ons of the course (Suinn, t9?6),
fn one way imagery can be more effective than actual practice,
although would not be advised. alone for enhancing performEunce.
Imagery allows practice to take place in perfect comditions
whereaS normal practice tales place in less than perfect
conditions, and naturally errors are made. Perfection
can only be accomplished by perfect practice (Fisher, t98Z),
These techniques are designed to help overcome
immediate aversive conditions and to achieve delayed rewards.
They give control back to individuals and allow them to
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direct their ovrn behavior. AIr the techniques are not
suitabre for a1r people, but an appropriate one can be
found for most individuars through trial-and-error. once
sel-ected, practice is important arong vrith berief and. ex-
pectations of success. These iechniques only increase the
probability of performing rvell-learned skirls rather than
i.mproving actua]. skills (fittey, 19gO). Therefore, they
serve as a very useful and necessary supprement to perfor-
manc e .
An evident characteristic of these techniques, and
others like them, is the presence of imagery. rhe rol_e of"
imagery is pertinent'to the effectiveness of these techn5-ques
and lviIl be discussed irr the next section
The Role of Imagery in Behavioral Change
Perceived and Conceived Images
Individuals' perceptions about the world and their role
in the lvorrd rvilI dj.rectly affect their behavior. percep-
tions are subject to many infruences and. a particular
situation may be interpreted in many ivays by different
individuals. The original perceived image may become dis-
torted by feelings, beliefs, and attitudes, rvhich then
characterise human behavior. The eonceiveci image may not
alvrays represent the truth. Holvever, the normal operating
processes of the human brain and nervous system is contin-
gent upon the conceived image. The human nervous system
cannot readily distinguish betlveen ivhat is reaL and what
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is imagined (I.lialtz, Lg6O) and, therefore, confusion may
ari-se betrveen the outer ',vor1d of percepts and the inner
r,vorld of images (rlichardson, L969).
fhe brain reacts to the image that it "believes is
the truth, the reality, rather than the things images
represent" (1,[a1tz, 1960, p. 34) , An illustration to
support the assertion that it is difficult to distinguish
reality from thoughts and ideas of reality (e.g.,.adr.ena-
line is secreted as the fight-or-flight hormone response
to real exciting or fearsome situations but 1ir is also
secreted'in those situations believed to be exciting or
fearsome).
The conceived image is conjured up in the absence of
current external stimuli, and lies betleen the stimulus
and the percept. Imagery is not restricted to any sensory
modality, but encompasses visual, auditory, tacti-Ie,
gustatory, olfactory, cutaneous, organic r Erd kinesthetic
modes. Ilowever, imagery is most vivid in the visual and
auditory modes. The effects of imagery are not exclusive
to any group of people but are well within the range of
norma], healthy, psychologically balanced indivi'duals
(Perky, !9LOi Segal & Nathan, 7964).
r1ichardson (tgAg ) has suggested that imagery is more
preCominant i-n younger people due to the fact tha.t old.er
people are not so impressionable and. easily slayed by
their sensory respohses. Total lack of imagery is a rare
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occurrence (Cohen, L955), .but its existence may be masked
by the societal emphasis in schematic and linguistic
behavior. The education system of 'rVestern countries is
based on these concepts and, therefore, children are in-
directly being taught hol not to respond and recogni-se
their imagery as potentially useful devices for learning.
Visualisation and Verbalisalion
Of all. the modes of imagery the most predominant in
individuals are visual and verbal imagery. l'[ost people
can utilise both forms but some rely al-most exclusi-vel1r
on one or the other (Richardson, t959). Griffitts (L924)
organis'ed imagery into a hierarchy of vivid.ness and from
a group of B? subjects found that 90% had ima.ges of greatest
clarity in the visual mode and 5:/" in the auditory mode. He
also discovered that lvhenever the auditory mode ranked
first the visual mode w_as a close second, &s vras also ap-
parent when the kinesthetic mode rarrked first. IVlcKellar
(195? ) found that the majority (Zo%) of a random
r:nselected population alternated between visualising and
verbalising and that L5%.were habitual verbalisers arrd L5%
habitual- visualisers. It appears that the majority of
peopl'e can use visual or auditory modes or both for
imagery. Therefore, maximum efficiency in the use of
imagery for behavioral change can be achieved by Iimiting
imagery practiee to these tv'ro modes. Differences wiII be
appa.rent betrveen habitual verbalisers and habitual visuaLisers
????
(Richa.rdson, t969). i/isualisers' imagery teads to be more
idiosyncratic than verbalisers' imagery. Ri-chardson Sug-
gested this is due to the fact that verbalisers rise words
in the form of inner speech in their imagery. I,rIords and.
their me-ani-ngs are created and validated j.n society "vrhj-Ie
images and their meanings are personal creations and are
never validatec in this way". (aichardson, L959, p. 85),
i,llhether ind.ividuals relate information to themselves
through visual or verbal imagery, the effect on the central
nervous system wiII be the salne. 'lh-e brain receives the
same information and reaOts accordingly to the reality and
truth it concei-ves.
Vividness and C ontrollabilitY
Image effectiveness is dictated by the stability, in-
tensity, duration, and clarity of the image. Its quantity
and quality may be more or IesS intense. If perceived or
conceived images are not clear enough, then the nervous
system will not be deceived into believing the image as
reality. The intensity of the image vrill not alrvays be
Iess than the original sensations on which they'are basea'
It is important not to confuse vivid' imagery with accurate
perceptual memory (Sheehan, L966). /isual imagery often
involves a "body thinking" process vrhere the nervous
system responds to the sensations. Individuals feel they
a.re being pro jected backurard or forward into the situation;
perceptual memory is merely recal} and thinking of the
situation.
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Inagery vividness can be tested using the Betts. QUII
Vividness of Imagery Scale (Richardson, 1969), vrhich is a
revised 35-item test of the original Betts test constructed
in LgOg. High scores indicate poor vi-vidness of irnages
and 1ow scores indicate good imaging abilities.
The more vivid the i-mage, the more real it is believed
to be. Thdrefo.re, mental practice of vivid imagery could
become the symbolic rehearsal for a physical a.ctivity.
Riehardson (t969) suggested that improved performance could
result from this form of,practice. Clark (tg5o) demonstrateC
the effects of imagery 'as a rejhearsal. techniq,,re ',vi,th a, +
group of basketball players. Clark taught one ;jroup to"
practice foul shots every day for 20 days. Another group,
had no practi-ce between pre- a3d posttreatment, while a third
group were instructed to picture themselves performing the
shots perfectly every day for 20 days. Improvements in
foul shots after 20 days were as follows! practice group--
24/,, no-practiie group--'o/o, Emd imagery group--}!%, physical
practice had the same percentage i-mprovement as inentaL
practice in this investigLtion. Maltz (tg5O) cited the
example of Vandell rvho shorved that mental practice in
throwing darts at a target improved aim as much as actual
practice of the skiIl. Or1ick (1980) also provided evidence
of the povrerful effects of imagery in his example of a female
archer who, during her practice sessions, mentally simulated.
the cond.itions that she would encounter in real-Iife
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competition. Hovrever effective mental imagery cart be for
performance, alone it is not sufficient' But when combi-ned
v,rith physical practice, it cart facilitate performance
(orlick, 1980; suinn, t976). C1ark's results do not
support this statement but even his subjects were not
totalty naive"to the skil1 of dart throwing ald they had
had, actual experience of the skill'
l,,,lental imagery can also be used to help overcome
problems. An athtete cart learn to cope with the problem
before encountering it in reality. The athlete, therefore,
has at least been through the situation ald' may have acquired
some outlook on the solution. Holvever, actual performance
may not foltow the Scenes of the mental'prepara'tion but'
providing the individual has the physical capacity to com-
plete the task and sufficient learning, there is some evi-
dence to indicate that performance will be enhalced (orIick'
tgSO; Suinn, L972) .
The importance of vividness of imagery is relative to
controllability. Gordon (L949) indicated -uhat positive
imagery might be useful in behaviora] control by recon-
structing and simulating a situation, but that extremely vivid
imagery wouLd, be likely to disrupt effective problem solv-
ing. Gordon also emphasised that too much dependence upon
imagery may reduce the quality of performance. Therefore'
control over imagery is essential . Gord.on (t949 ) also
stated that vivid imagery without control cart have a
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detrimental effect on performance. A subject used mental
imagery in preparation for basketball shooting but "could
onlyimagetheballbeingstucktothefloorwhenhe
bounced itr" This disturbed. him so much and affected his
performance that he could not even imagine himself shooting
successfulJ.Y.
The Gordon Test.of Yisual Imagery Control (Richardson''
1969) is used. to assess subjects' ability to control images.
rndividuars are asked to answer "I'esr" "N.or" or "u.nsure"
to L2 test scenes. If all these test scenes are
answered. in the affirmative then the individual is categor-
ised aS controlled. If one or more test scenes are artswered
in the negative then the individual is categori-sed as
autonomous or uncontrolted. Illustrating the effect of
controllability and vivid'ness and' their combinations is an
investigation by start and Richardson (t964). Subjects
were divid.ed into groups aceord.ing to their scores on the
BettsQI!i]andtheGordonTVIC:vivid-controlled,weak-
eontrolled, vreak-uncontrolled, and vivid-uncontrolled'
The subjects were beginner g;rmnasts and were required to
image themselves performing a swinging technique. After
5 d.ays of mental practice comprising 5 min' per day' the
subjects performed the swings artd' vrere scored' by experienced
judges.Themeanscorelvastakenforeachgroupandthe
results vrere as follovrs: vivid.-controlled, 5? 'to; vleak-
controlled, 51 . 88 ; rue,k-uncontrolled , 4? .89; and vi'rid-
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uncontro■■ed, 47・39.  TheSe resu■ts ■ndicated that the
optimum conditiOn fOr performance improVement was viVid―
contro■■ed and the ■east des■r d was V■V■d―unContro■ll ed。
According to this study, cOntro■■abi■ity of images
may be the deciding factor in deteェ“lining the effective―
ness of images.
conditions for lmagery
lmagery does not nece,sar■■y ne d to be spontaneous
or ■ndeed origina■, provding it has mean■ngfu■ connota―
tions for the ■ndiv■dua■ imager.  Images can be prepared
in adVance and attention may be guided away from irre■e―
vant and distracting stimu■i and red rected toward spec■fic
and appropriate stimu■io  C■inic a■■y t,iS iS termed
psychosynthesis (KosS■yn, 1980)and has been termed "the     ,
guided daydream" (Richardson, 1969)。
The indiVidua■ efficiency at employ■ng■mages has
―been descr■bed as a human capaC■ty and not an abi■ity
(COhen, 1955)・  Training may be necessary before detai■ed
or contro■■ed images are evokedo  A■pha―rhythm contro■ has
been suggested as one tra■n■ng method for ■nduc■ng the neces―
sary state fOr viVid―cOntro■■ed images (Kamiya, 1968)。
The suggestion that imagery can be tra■ned fOr ■s negated
by GriffittS (1924)who demOnstrated ViSua■ising efficiency
was subject to heredity and genetic endowment.  Visua■
■magery of identica■ tW■ns was more a■ik than that of
fraterna■ tWns.  If genetic representation ■s a COn―
tr■butory factOr then,there are obV■Ous lim■tatiOnS On
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Iearning of imagery skills and their performance effects'
There is little support hovrever for the genetic endowment
assertion, as vivid.ness and controllability can be in-
creased. through practice and application (Gordon, t949i
Richard.son, L969; Suinn, L972) .
vividness and controllability cart be altered by
practice and familiarity with j-nternal experiences (Richardson'
Lg6g) , Gord.on suggested. that weak imagery is derived from
Iack of familiarity vrith the internal stimulus enviro.nment.
illany people are in fact bnly unaware of their imagery and
have learned to ignore it. Imagery may only appear to be
distractive and, therefore, its true value may not be apparent'
Imagery may be affected by belief and expectations
of success cir failure (Fromm, Lg52). Langer, Jalis, artd
:,Jolfer (19? 5) demonstrated. sub j ects' expectations of dis-
comfort in a task and then decreased their tolerance and
threshold of the discomfort. The investigators suggested
that the subjects' attention was directed toward the onset
of pain and, therefore, they were very susceptible to the
first signs of it. If their attention had been diverted,
Langer et al. indicated that sub jects' threshol'd and toler-
ance of discomfort lvould be i-ncreased. Ho'rrever, Ileichenbaum
(Lg?5) suggested. that if subjects' attenti-on is directed
torvard the discomfort, threshold would decrease but
tolerance would increase as subjects coulc find ways of
dealing with the discomfort.
+2
Uses of Imagertr
Imaqery has been applied for behavioral control artd
change, ald a:rnong i.ts Successes are! overcomj.ng problems
such as fear and stress (grlick, 1980; Suinn, L976),
motivating and i-ncreasing arousal in preparation for per-
formartce (Fromm, 1912), and rehearsing routines ald races
rvhen physicat practice is not possible due to injury
(Suinn, L9?2). Imagery has also been e dissociative
technique to aid in the coping of oiscomfort (liiorgan &
Pollock, L9?6), l,iiorgan and Pollock examined the cogni-
tive Drocesses of elite marathon runners during competi-
tion. l,lbrgan's early work revealed that there is a general
trend by runners to dissociate (i.e., direct their thoughts
s.1v3y from the actual experience of running) . l'lorgan re-
ported on one runner- who age regressed himself artfl re-
called as much as possible about his educati-ona1 experi-
ences from first grade to his doctoral lvork. The experi-
ence vlas a.Iwa.ys unique in that each time he remembered
something different. Yei another runner "Iistenedl' i-o a
stack of Beethoven records. The runners suggested that
.these techniques "help them negotiate various pain zones
and particularly the -proverbiaL (or mythical) 'waII"'
(Ilorgan & Po1lock, L9?5, p. 9?) .
A similar form of dissociation has been used
Tibetan monks, l'lahetan€5s, who are trained in the
lung gom ( srviftness of foot) . They are reported
of
run
?
?
?
〉?????
?
???
?
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100 miles in J0 hr. over rough terrain, in:cold weatJrer.
Cne particular runner repeated to himself a sacred chant
or "mantra." His respiration was kept in rhythm with the
phrase as he rarr. The runner fixed his eyes gn a distant
object and did not look from si'de to side 
"(Watson ' t97)) ,
Morgan and Pollock (tgZ6)' replicated these reports' using
a pseudo-mantrar oo the word "down." Young adult males
were asked to walk to exhaustion at 80% i-ornax,
Performance was enhartced an average of 3O%'above the
-'QiSe1ine measurement. Morgart concluded that the improved
performance was due to the subjects' willingness to
endure or cope with the discomfort or paj.n of continued
effort and was not due to card.i-ovascular, metabolic, or
endocri-ne limitations .
Morgan (tg?6) for:nd also that there were other
tylpes of stratery used by elite athletes; these were
categorised as associative. The athletes monitored their
bodily sensatibns regularly and us'ed this information
to regulate their effort intensity.
Conditions for Imasery
The most conducive c6ndition for imagery is one of
inactivity (Fischer, L969). Fischer claimed no conceived
images are possible while the individual is actively
responding to the environment. He argued that only
percei.ved images are possible. Other investigations
indicate that imagery is in fact possible dufing
activity. It also appears to reduce sensitivity
4L+
to discomfort (Segal, t9?t). Images.are reported to
interfere with signal detection of discomfort. Perhaps
imagery, therefore, would be a useful tool for individuals
working at endurance workloads, where di.scomfort becomes
"a major factor in perfor:nance. Presumably this reduced
sensitivity is due to a change in perception (Girodo a
Wood, L979). Perception of pain and dj.scomfort will
obviously affect the individual's ability to endure it.
Petrie (L967) exarnined individual differences in the
modulation of sensory experience (i.e., discomfort from
an intense degree to a very subdued degree). She noted
that there were three types of reaction to painr
reduction, mediation and augmentation. Reducers do not
readily perceive paint augmenters increase the effect of
paint and moderators are fairly ree.'l is1i" in their
perception. These characteristics would affect an
individuals choi-ce in enduring discomfort such as that
naturally arising from long distance running.
Individuals within these categori.es do hot ne.cessar-
ily remain in them, there are responses that can be learned
for pain control. Horan (L97il developed his "in vivo"
emotive imagery which aided pain control for.childbirfh.
It involved individual,s attending to meaningful thoughts
and. emotions concerning easy childbirth. Ihe stratery
was effective in increasing pain tolerance whereas
purely distractive imagery has been shown to reduce pain
tolerance (Horan & Dellinger, t974)
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In summary, imagery is a private and exc■usive experi―
ence and can de■iver the ■ndiv■dua■ from dependence On the
immediate experience to pro]ectiOns into the future and the
past.  Its functions are man■fest in the recreating of suc―
cessfu■ and unsiccessfu■ exper■nces where much can be
■earned from taking a second ■ook, Or a ■ast m■nute re―
hearsa■, or creating s■uations which may occur.  Imagery
can transform confus■on ■nto mean■ngfu■ infoェHlation and｀pre―
pare the individua■ for the future by fqcusing on prob■emζl
and pOssib■e soutiOns (Neissёr, 1967)。
Imagery does not appear to be unifoェln across a■■ en―
sory mOdes, but McKe■■Яr (1957)suggested that a gbnera■
imaging ability exists.  He found that visua■ and a ditory
modes were more predomュnant.  The cumu■ative effect Of
■magery is difficu■t to determ■n  as there ■s no foo■proof
way of knowing and assessing the va■idity Of the im ges
that the subject reports in any investigation (Marks, 1977).
Images can have a pos■tive Or a negative effect anα
shou■d be v■v■d and contro■■ed fOr the■r max■mum effic■eno y
(Gordon, 1949)O  The images must be intense sO that the
nervous system momentnri■y istakes them fOr rea■ity.
Imagery is a ski■■ that can.be ■mproved and deve■Oped
a■ongs■de phys■ca■ ski■ls.  However, imagery a■one does not
improve physical performance (Neisser, 1967).  HQwever,
■magery a■■0、vs the s■mulatior and u■timate■y the dec■s■On
of what is pOss■ble and what is not poss■b■e.  Viv■d and
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uncontro■■ed imagery is hazЯrdous as there may be no truth
in the ■mages but the■r c■ar■ty may dece■v  the ■mager.
C lar■ty and ■ive■iness depend on the subjects' adep t―
ness in trans■ati g images into verba■ communication.
Thought and speech p■ace ■imitations on the individua■'s
inner wor■d (Gordon, 1949), and it Seems that When "man
■nvents, construes, and constructs ways and means ■n he
form of images fOr his or■entation■n this wor■d, he ■s
dependent on his commun■cative ski■■  to make sense of his
imagingl'(Gab, 1949, Citёd in Richnrdson, 1969, p。72).
Training may be necessЯry to b come a、var of imagery,
by paying attention to the ■ ner channe■s of stimu■ation.
Orlick (1980)suggests menta■ imagery is a first Step in
attempting, to oVercome prob■ems or anticipated prob■ems,
with the next step being to "practice the coping strategy'
■n a rea■ wor■d s■tuation, in a s■mu■ated competitive
situation and fina■■y in the competitive situation itse■f"
(p. 99)・  On■y in rea■■■ife pressure situations can the
rea■ effectiveness of imagery in behav■or ■ contro■ンbe aS~
sessedo  When Working w■th ■magery it is essentia■to be
ambitious but sti■■ ma■nta■n a rea■istic Out■COk,  Or■ick
rem■nds us that despite the rea■ity of imagery it does not
endow any speCia■c apacity.  ItS purpose may be in・taking
an ■ndiV■dua■'S m■nd Off any thoughtS Of Se■
f―COntro■
(iee。, ・"give a ■aSt Second fecling ol confidence that frees
the body to perfor■ (Or■iCk, 1930, p・9 )。
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Yivid and./or controlled' imagery may provoke physio-
logical responses which assist the athletic performance '
The nex.t section reviews the physiological and psychological
factors affecting bodily responses of HR and oxygen consump-
tion f ior) .
Effects of Exercise on Heart Rate and Oxvgen Consumption
Heart rate (lt-P.) response is a commonly used indicator
of, the magnitud.e of exertion (Ellestad, 19Bt; Lamb, L97Bt
Shephard., L9?2). It increases linearly with intensity of
exercisearrd'oxygenconsumption.Itisanecessaryarrd
useful criterion for the setting of exercise programs artd
training schedules for rehabilitation and training of
patients and athletes' respectively'
Resting HP. varies from less than
in highly trained athletes to as much
beats per min. (bPm)
100 bpm in seden-
?）
?
?
?
??
?
tary midd■e―aged and oVerweight peop■eo  HR iS genera■■y
higher in fema■es and is increaSed by exerciseb smoking,
and eating.  HR iS Very Sens■t Ve to cha ges ■n the phys■o―
■ogica■ and pSycho■ogica■ env■ronment and e■eVates Or de―
creases rapid■y i.n accordance to these changeS (E■■estad′,
1981)。
HR response can be ■oWered by regu■ar Xerc■se.  At
a standard Work ■oad the unconditiOned heart may beat at
■east 40 times more per min. as the conditioned One (G■agOv,
1979)・  The heart that is conditiOned iS, therёfore,
more effic■ent.  The optimum conditions fOr atta■n■ng the
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the best pu■se response from exerc■s■ng var■es from one
■ndiv■αua■ to the next across frequency, intens■ty, dura―
tion, and mode of exercise (E■■estad, 1981).
At rest the heart pumps 5 t0 6 ■/mino of b■od into
arter■es of hea■thy co■■ege age peop■e.  This ■s termed
cardiac output (CO).  During eXercise this may be increased
to 22 to 30 ■/min・  The higher vo■umes genera■■y occur in
tra■ned ath■etes dur■ng max■mal endurance work.  Increased
co that accompan■es exerc■se s due to ■ncreased HR and
stroke volume (amOunt Of b■ood pumDed from the right at‐rium
tO the body)(RoVrel■, 1969)。
When exerc■se begins HR increases almost instantaneous■y・。
Tachyc ardia (e■eV t d HR)is apparent on the first beat
after the onset of eXercise (L amb, 1978)。  The respOnse
■s so fast that it iS genera■■y agreed to be a nerve re―
f■ex, perhaps_originating from receDtors ■n the working ・
musc■es and joints (PetrO, HO■■andee, & B uman,' 1976):
These ■mpu■ses continue and pass ■nto the pina■ cord and
the cardiac regu■ting center of the bra■ne  The vagus
nerve ■s ■nhibited and HR can ■ncrease.  Increased HR
during exercise may be eXp■ained by the secretion of
adrena■ine Or noradrena■ine, hormones v「hich stimulate
heart responseo  Another contr■buting facto  ■s the vaso―
constr■ction that occurs from non―working musc■es.  B■00d
isrredirected to the organs that need it most.  The rigilt
atr■um ■■■ls qu■cker and blood is pumpec faster around
the body.
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This ■ known as the Ba■nbrュdge Ref■x and is caused by
pressure on S9ns■tiVe reCeptors ■n he v′a■■s Of the right
atrium (Shephard, 1972).  HR may a■so be incre sed by the
accumu■atiOn Of ■aCtiC aC■d in the musc■es through exerc■se。
Potass■um'■s a■so ■OSt from the musc■e ce■■ and thiS Causes
an ■ncrease ■n the arter■a■ b■oOd pH WhiCh sends nerve ■m―
pu■ses to the medu■■ao  Here at the medu■■a vaga■ Output
is inhibited and sympathёti,c output increased and s9    `
tachycardia resu■tS・                              1
There ■s a■so a mechan■sm W■thin the heart which may
cause e■evated HR during exercise (Lanb, 1978).  Increased
a_7nOunts of b■oOd fi■■ ng the atr■um stretches ■ S ヽVa■s
and causes a fir■ng O  the s■nuatr■a  node regu■ating HR
responseo  The ■nterna■ temperature Of the henrt increases
dur■ng exerc■se and this ■ead to an ■ncrease ■n ■ec tro―  l
chem■ca■ impu■ses that stimu■ate the heart to beat.
After exerc■s  HR decreases aS the ■mpu■es fromτhe
musc■e spind■es and jOint receptors a■so reduce.  HR dOes
nOt decrease rapid■y, and this may be due to a linger■ng
effect of the adrena■ine and nor adrena■ine a d increased
temperature Of the heart.  The lactic ac■d, potassium, and
carbon dioXide (C02)affeCt the cardio―regu■atiOn c nte
Of the bra■n and HR may rema■n´fa■r■y constant at an
e■evated ■ vel until these chem■ca■s are dissipated。
oxygen Consumption
During exercise the muscles of the body 
"'rork harcier
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and faster than under norma■ conditibns.  They, therefore,
need more oxygen (02)‐t° function than when at rest.
For exercise that ■astS′over 3 tO ■ min. the princi―
pa■ ■im■ting factor ■s the heart, ■ungs and c■rcu■atory
system.s abi■ity to de■iv r 02 t° the v7orking musc■es and
to carry chem■ca■ Waste prOductS away.  The abi■ity of a
tra■ned person to run and sW■m farther and faster ■s, ac―
cording to many phySiO■ogists, entirely exp■ained by the
■mproved function■ng of the tra■ned heart。  Other func―
tiona■ changes are of ■itt■ significance (E■■estad, 1981)。
The dbgree to Which the c■rcu■atory and respiratory
systems lim■t perfoェHlance depends on the ■ntens■ty and
duration of the activity.  Long distance running is of
re■ative■y 10W intensity and the activity consists main■y
of rhythm■c, non―static musc■e contractions, and the exer―
cise is genera■ly aerobic in nature.  Running 400 to 800 m
can be lim■ted by the oxygen transport actiV■y γメ」:]_つh iS the
anaerobic energy producing system in many ■arge musc■e
groups.  ぅhOrter events ■nvo■ve an even ■arger anaerobiC
components (■amb, 1978).
The oxygen consumption of the tota■ b dy dur■ng max■―
ma■ response to exertion ■s found to corre■ate vrel w■th
the degree‐of condition■ng and is accepted as an ■ndeX Of
to ta■ body fitness (Tay■Or, Buskirk, こ HenSClle■, 1955)・
The capac■ty tO take ■n oxygen ■s re■ated to lung effic■ency,
|
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and the ability of the heart and circulation to transport
oxygen to the body and to metabolise it.
',i,lhen exercise begins the demald for oxygen exceeds
intake. If work is relatively miLd this oxygen deficit is
paid off quickly and oxygen consumption is adjusted to
suit the exercise intensity until a balance is reached;
this is caI}ed the stead.y state. To attain this equilib-
riunr t orL exercise duration of ? to 3 min. is required for
rvell condj-tioned. athletes. As maximal exertion is approached'
a steady state becomes more and more impossible. As meta-
bolic vraste products build up and lactic acid accurnulates
at muscles, more oxygen is needed than can be delivered.
After exercise, oxygen is still delivered at a higher leve}
until the deficit is repaid (Ellestad, 1981).
Testing Aerobic Efficiencrr
Evaluati-ng cardlo-respiratory fitness j-nvolves testing
the maximal functional capacity of the heart, Iungs,
and. circulation which essentially is the bod'y's capacity to
consume oxygen at a maximal level ( Nagle , L9?3) . There-
fore, a test of ma:<imal oxygen uptake (VOrmax. ) has been
stated as the most accurate single measure-of aerobic
capaci-ty and physiological fitness. A high score in vo,
mali. ]toyrever, does not automatically mean art outstanding
performer (Nagle, tg?3) even though VOr*"*' is a good
ind.icant of aerobic capacity. Iriany other factors play an
important role, such as individual motivation torvard the
F'
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tash, pain and dj-scomfort tolerance, and ori-entation
toward success.
tOomax. is the maximum volume of oxygen consumed inz
liters or milliliters, and the dot over the V is a notation
that indicates that this unit is expressed in units
of time (usually per min,). "iormax. is usua]-ly expressed
corrected for body weight in kilograms. The oxygen is
used by a1I the body tissues, therefore, larger bodies
will use more oxygen than smaller bodies. For
comparative purposes, it is normal to record oxygen
consumption corrected for body.weight (EIIestad, 1981).
rTOomax. represents the greatest difference between)L
the rate at which inspired oxygen enters the lungs and
the rate expired oxygen leaves the lungs. Therefore,
inspired and expired air must be measured. The difference
is the amount of oxygen taken up and used in producing
energ'y for active tissues. Resting oxygen consumption
may be increased 10 or 20 times during exercj-se. iiOrmax.
for the average college female is between 30 and 4O nl/Xg/m:-n.
The intake of oxygen increases alrnost'linearly with HR
and C0.
YOrmax. may be influenced by the method used to
measure it. Although the heart and cardi-ovascular
capacity are the major determinants of \rornax. the capacity
of working muscles is also critical. Oxygen demands of the
working muscles depends on muscle mass and metabolic efficieDCl,
theref ore, a larg-er mass of muscle l'eads* to a potential
higher absolute oxygen uptake (Astrand & Rodahl, L9?O).
Runni-ng produces a higher oxygen uptake. Treadrnill
running has been pronouncec as the method of measuring
most accurate■y v ■ues of V02maxo  Treadm■■■ tests are
considered the best as they are'subject to least differences
in skil1 and efficiency between subjects (Nag1e', t9?3),
Also the speed and gradient can be adjusted for all subjects,
so that those who are not physically capabte of running
can still be evaluated by walking at different gradients
(Taylor et a1., L955), ?hd. Bruce protocol for treadmill
testing suggests maintaining the same speed and increasing
the gradient. The treadmill does not induce intense
muscular fatigue before a maximal oxygen consumption
level is reached as other modes of testing (e.g., bicycle
or step-test). Prior to testing i'Oamax. prediction of
HR is essenti-aI. HR measures are used as they increase
linearly with v-Ormax. and will ind.icate approx5-mately the
leveI to cease the test.
Exerci-se intensity and duration must be great enough
to el-icit a near-maximal response (ettestad, 1981). A
minirnum of 3 to 4 min. is usually necessary for a running
activity and at least 20 min. for vralking. the exercise
intensity may be progressively increased until maximal-
performance is reached or the subject expresses a wish to
stop the test. Piaximal performance is recognised by
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oxygen consumption reaching a plateau or perhaps a slight
decli,ne. If this level is not reached, i*u may be
difficult to assess if the exerciser did in fact reach
maximal capacity. lrrlhen maximal Ielrels of humart
func-r,ioning are approached Stringent safety measureS are
' taken. Prior to testing estimations of the individual's
medical history is advisable. A physician or exercise
physiologist must always be present in case an emergency
occurs. However the risks of injury are minimal
especially in young healthy adults. When sub-rnaxi-ma1
target IiR is used as a criterion for cessation of ihe iest,
it is essential the exerciser as well aS the sensitive
recording equipment is carefully monitored, in order
to minimise risk.  Under these conditions the V02max。
test is safe. vOrmax. testing has advantages in
predicting those most fit for athletic endurartce
perf ormance and also f or medical- purposes. It helps in
the detection of cardiovascular disease and in assessment
of individual capacity for exerci-se prescription.
'In summary, HR a.nd oxygen consurnption are the most
impoitalt limiting factors in exercise. Fitness training
can improve the heart's response io exercise and 
"tio* the
athlete to perform under more intense conditions for'a
longer duration. The elevated HR that is apparent
during exercise can also be'caused by psychological
factorsr &S well as physiological ones. I-he response is
essentially the same arld occurs via similar horrnonal
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and chemical changes. E:notions elicit responses that
elevate HR and iO, but unlike exercise these responses'
do not get dissipated, instead they remain within the
body and may eventually cause many kinds of physiological
problems.
l4easurement of maximal oxygen consumption (irormax. )
is an accurate indicant of physical fitness but does not
presume to pinpoint future champiorlsr although it is true
to say that most endurartce event athletic champions do
have a high V02maxo  Many other factors inf■uence
champion perf ormance. iriiotivation and pain tolenance f or
athletes are most important if the athletes are to
become sufficiently trai.ned to reach high levels of
performance. The physiological responses (Un ana v-Cr)
are of para.nor.mt importairce but also athletes need
skilI and the indefinable "talent" to become champions.
Tesiing 
"7Ormax. in recent years has become a very
efficient and safe procedure. It can be used for
primary selection for athletic endurartce events, and in
the medical world for diagnostic purposes and exercise
re habilitati on progra,/ns 
.
HR and Psvcholosi-cal F'actors
IIR' can be elevated even when no exercise takes place.
Psychological stress can cause chemical and hormonal
changes within. the body, which have somewhat similar
effects as exercise. Emotions, such as fear or exciternent
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result in physiolog5-ca} reactions such as elevated HR
arrd increased 'respiration (Cox, L9?8) , The heart is
stimulated by the release of adrenaline from the
adrenal medullary center which rnobil-ises the body's
resources for immediate action. Thus, catecholamine
secretions bring about rapid change in cardiovascular
fqnction which permits immediate action. Thj's "emergency
reaction" results in ari increased rate artd volume of blood
punped to the muscles and brain. A deepening of
respi.ration also occurs similar to that during exercise'
Blood is pumped around the body more rapidly and is
directed to the most essential structures. More enerry
producing substances are readily available to the blood
arrd its oxyge.n carying capaci-ty is increased. Many
real-life situations promote these responses to the
cardiovascular system artd, when individuals are unable to
become mobilised to dissipate these responses as they
are originally intended to, problems occur. coronary
heart disease is the most frequent and dartgerous
condition arising in life today (Cox, t9?8). The key to
understanding and eliminating humart adverse psychological
response to stress.lies in the coping response. This
response is centered- on invididual well -being ald is the
individual's ability to maintain performartce when
exposed to extreme conditions (Iiazarus , L9?6) '
!Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The following chapter considers al-l the methods artd
piocedures involved in this investi-gation of pefceived
exertion: selection of subjectsr subject reliability'
testing instruments, testing proceduresr- methods of data'
collection, construction of treatment, administration of
treatment, treatment of data, 
.and summary.
Selection of. Subjects
Subjects were '13 fdmale Ithaca College students who
participated in this study voiluntarily. Each subject
signed an informed consent form-detailing procedures and
purposes of this study (Appendix A). subjects were
members of Ithaca College track team and practi.ced daily
for 2 }rrr. at vari,ous endurartce workloads.
Subject Re■iabi ty
Subject reliabi■ity at perceiving differences in
effort intens■ty at three different work■oads on a
treadmil■ was determinedo  Subjects ran fOr 2-min. interva■s t
3, 4。5, and 6 mph, for a tota■ of 6、mine  Subject.s HR
and RPE were recorded after each 2-m■n。 ■nterva■。  This
procedure was administered twice on Day l and twice on
Day 3。  The 12_RPE for eaCh subject were then
subjected to Penrson product―momёnt co re■ation to obtain
a re■iabi■ty coeffic■ent。
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Subjects 
"*""ffi.work,oad, B mph,
until their IIR reached 80% of predicted maximal HR,
calbulated individually (zzo minus age). At regular
i.ntervalS RPE and HR were recorded. RPE vias recorded from
the subjects' estimations. of effort intensity according
to the Borg Rate of Perceived Exertion sca1e. This is a
a scale'which has been shown to correlate with HR (r -- .85)
(Borg'& Nob1e, t97t+). The scale ranges from 6-ZO and has
corresponding verbal anchors of very, very light to very,
very hard exertion (Appendix B). HR was measured indirectly
by palpating the pressure pulse obtained from the carotid
artery.
riOamax. was obtained on a treadmill set at progressively
i.ncreasi.ng workloads end gradients, until maximal aerobic
capacity was reached. 'iOrrirax. is the single most accurate
and efficient method of measuring the functional capacity
of. the oxygen transport system (nfUlom & Goldbarg, L97t),
The Betts QIJiI scale (Ricnarason, 1969) is a revised
lJ-item test of the original Betts test constructed in 1909,
The aim of this test is to ascertain tothl vividness of ,
imagery. Seven modalities are involved: visual, auditory,
olfactory, cutaneous, kinesthetic, gustatory, and organic.
The degree of vividness of each mode is rated on a
scale of t-7 and corresponds with verbal anchors of
"perfectly clear and as vivid as the actual experience" to
「 「…Ⅲ
|
くQ
"no ■mage at a■■, you on■y know that you nre thinking of
)
th: object。"
:  The Gordon Test of Visua■ Imagery Contro■ (TVIC)
(Richardson, 1969)ユs a test to dete.ln■ne subjects.
abi■ity to contro■ or manipu■ate visua■ images.  。lYes,"
"No," or "Unsure" responses nre required to 12 test scenes.
工f a■■ test scenes nre readi■y visuaユise , subjects Are
cons■dered control■edo  lf one or more nre answered w■th
.lNo," subjects are categorised as autonomous.
The Ca■ifdrnia Q―set  is designed so that any
persona■ity character■stic can be assessedo  The test
demands the sorting of 100 persona■ity descript rs in
depiction of onese■f intO nne categor■s ranging
from most character■stic o ■east chAracter■stico  These
se■f―assessments nre then matched to prototypes.  The
prototypes in this study were those of augmenter and
reducer type ath■etes whose approach and acceptance of
discomfort dur■ng endurance activ■ ties were the ma■n
conceェニュ。  The prototype temp■ates w re compi■ed from the
Ca■ifom■a Q―Set and were the eva■uations of three
exper■enced endurance event coaches。
Feedback inventories requiring persona■ info mation
regnrding orientation townrd cognitive restructuring andl
trёatment acceptance were comp■eted(Appendix C and D).
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Subjects exerci.sed at a rate of 8 mph on a treadmill
al, AO/' predicted max.j.mal HR. RPE was then recordec at
Z-'min. intervals for 6 min. from the Borg RPE scale, which
wa's constantly visible to the subjects. HR was also
' recorded at each 2-min. i-nterval manua1ly from the carotid
artery. Subjects completed this test-prior to treatment
and again after 21 days of treatment practice. l4easurement
of RPE served as the dependent variable for this
investigation.
VO,^max. was tested prior to trea+,ment and again
Z
after 21 days of treatment practice. i}rosx. measures
the functional capacity of the cardio-vascular-pulmonary
systems (nfUfom & Goldbarg, t97t), These systems are
directly responsible for fitness levels. Therefore, pr€-
and posttreatment measures were necessary in order to
attribute any changes in RPE to the psychoeducational
techniques and not to clranges in physical condition and
efficiency.
Methods of Data Collection
The duration of this investigation was 28 days,
inclusive of testing and treatment sessj.ons. A11 subjects
completed the tests and treatment in the following order:
Day 1: Reliability of perception of physical exertion
(nfn1r Betts Ql'.{I Vividness of Imagery scale; Gordon Test of
Visual Imagery Control. - ,, '
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th
Day 2: Group meet5.ng with the investigator to di-scuss
importance of imagery, cogni.tive restructuring, and
pelsOna■ cOnt ro■―over performancte, a■so to ascerta■n any
existing COp■ng strateg■es and cOmp■ete feedback information
sheets (Appendix C and D)。
Day 38  Repeat RPE re■iabi■ty.
Day 48  Pretreatm6nt ヤ02max。
Day 58  RPE"at 80% prediCted maxima■ HR at 8 mph on
the treadm■1■。  First night ■・■sten■g to the cassette tape
of indiv■uaised COgnitiVe Strategies。
Day 5-258  Treatment practide, ■isten■ng to ap and
uti■is■ng dur■ng regu■ar wOrkouts.
Day 8, 12, 208  Te■ephone or persona■ contact to
discuss treatment prob■ems。
Day 148  Caユifornia´Q―sete
Day 268  RPE measurement at 80/. prediCted max■m ■ HR。
Day 278  POSttreatment vo2max.
Day 288  POSt―season questionna■re to ssess treatment
acceptance and invO■Vement in the study。
Construction of Treatment
工nitia■■y a■ subjects met with the investigator to
discuss‐the ■mportance of the psycho■ogica■a pects of
endurance running.  It was wide■y specul■ted by the subjects
that at least 6o% of perfoェ1:lance re■ied on psycho■ogical
factors.  Among these factors was the w■■■ingnes to
endure discomforto  EaCh'Subject reca■■ed at some time
・
1  
｀ ~     1
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I
en&uring discomfort during performance in order to achj-eve
i
"rrt"""". Subiects also recalled instances of 
giving into
I
thb di,scomfort by choosing to termi.nate participation.
iSubjects discussed their reasons for making each of these
choices apd what they said to themselves to promote or
terminate perf ormarlce, .
Recognition and reaction to the discomfort was realised
to be in the forms of inner talk and inner images, each of
which held implications for continuing or dj.scontinuing
performance. Subjects recognised that sometimes they
talked themselves out of a performance when p$siologically
they were capable. The destructi.ve and constructive
influences of inner experiences were indicated for
performance '
Feedback sheets requiring personalised and detailed
information of cognitive evaluations during performance
were completed. Ihen the importalce of restructuring
cognitive processes, inner ta1k, artd images in order to
promote performzulce beyond discomfort and fatigue was
discussed. From this information ald feedback, detailed
,and personalised strategies were constructed (Appendix E)
to help athletes through the di-scomfort of endurance wOrk.
These strategies were recorded onto cassette tape. along
wi-th a brief relaxation exercise (Ciraano & Everly, t979)
(Appendix F ), a standard success experi.ence (Appendix G), and
musical selections from-Neil Diamond's album "Jonathon
Livingston S'eaguII. "
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Administration of Treatment
fhe information from the initial feedback sheet was
ass|ssed. to create an individualised strategl for each
|
athlete (Appendix E ) . These strategies were desi-gned to
help cope with the natural discomfort that arises from
enduralce workouts. The coping stratery comprised an initial
brief relaxation exercise based on an abridged version of
Girdano and Everly's $9?9) relaxatlon exercj-se (reduced
from 8 min. to 2 mj-n.) (Appendix F). This was followed by
a staldard SucceSS experience where subjects were requested
to recollect a-nd i.magine themselves in a past successful
performance (Appendix G ) . The individualised strategies
w6re devised from the images and inner talk already
utilised by the athlete, 
,
Each stratery along with musical selections from
Neil Diamond.'s "ionathon Livingston SeagU1l" album was then
recorded onto cassette tape (approximately 18 min' ) '
Subjects were instructed to listen to their tape iust
before going to sleep each night for 21 nights' and to
practice the cognitive treatment daily in their regular
track workouts. Each day of the study subjects evaluated
the ir involvenibnt with the treatment and its effecti.veness.
by c-ompleting a diary. Regular contacts were made -with
the subjects to discuss the treatment. Evaluations of
treatment acceptance were made by-reference to the post-
I
season questionnaire, which asked for the athletesr
opinions of the treatment.
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Treatment of Data
Individual reliabi:Lity of RPE were assessed at t2
treadmill workload trials pri-or to the administration of
treatment. Workloads of ), 4.5, and 5 mph were
administered four times each i.n random order at two
sessions. Subjects allotted Eux effort intensity number
" to each workload from the Borg RPE scale. RPE scores were
subjected to Pearson product-moment correlatj-on.
" Analysis of covariancd (AI\COVA) with repeated
measures was used to test pre- a;1d posttreatment RPE
differences at 2-, 4-, and 6-min. intervals using
Vo^max. aS the covariate. This covari.ate control wasZ
considei:ed appropriate as V0rmax. was an extraneous
source of vari-ation believeo to affect the depend.ent I
vand,ble '(RPE). AI{COVA requires the relationship I
between the dependent variable and the extrarteous variable t
I
to be linear, and also that measures of the extraneous i
variable not be aff ected by .the treatment. RPE and liortnaxz
fu1fill these conditions because they are Isrown to exhibit
a linear relationship (gorg & Nob}e, Lg?\). Also fo^max.Z
is unlikely to be affected by any subjective variables 
I
because it, is an absolute measurement of aerobic capacity. ;
Psychological data of individual abilities to image
vividly ald i-n a controlled manner, along with subjects'
initial orientation toward discomfort as part of the
endurartce nrnning experience were measured.
1
1
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Imagery vividness scores revealed by ihe tsetis test
ivere subjec-ui-vely.ra'r,ed and corapared to each oiher. Scores
had a possible range of 5-)5 f o-c each of seyen modal-ities.
fhe mean score for a]l modaliti-es was found and this score
placed the subject in a category of vividness. he
categories for this investigation we.re very, very vivid
imagery (6-10), rnoderately.vivid (f O-14), and fairly vivid
( r4-re i .
Imagery controllability scores according io Gordon (tg[g)
categor5-s€ subjects absolutely as conirolled (tZ "Yes"
responses) or au-r,onomous (f or more "i\io responses). Holvever,
for this study the investigator chose 'uo differen-uia'ue
various degrees of controllability of irnagery. Subjecis
who answered 10 or more scenes with "Yes" were considered
con-trolIEd, 7-9 "Yes" responses were considered fairly
controlled, arrd less than 7 "Yes" responses were considered
autonomous. Imagery ccntrollability could shed light
on ihe dependent measure (ApB) only if it was cast in
non-di cho-r,ornous t errns .
Scores frorn t,he Cal-ifornia Q-s€-u were correla-ued
againsi the proto-r,ype of a reducer type athl-ete anci an
augmenter type atuhlete using the Pearson product-moment
comelation A corcelation of .51 \^/as neeoed for
significance at ihe .05 l-evel but the subjectj-ve
estimations were,made for al-I Iesser coefficien'bs. Sub jects
vJere 'uyped by the inrres'uigator to be more like .one
prototype -uhan anotirer.
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Summarv
Thirteen female Ithaca College endurartce athletes
participated voluntarily in this investigation concerning
percei-ved exertion. Subject reliability of effort
percepti.on was assessed.
RPE and HR were recorded. at 2-, 4-, ald 6<nin. intervals
to est'ablish a baseline measure of the dependent variable.
Thj-s was then restested posttreatment. Pre- a.nd posttreatment
RPE were tested for signifibance using AI{COVA keeping
VOrmax. constartt. The Tukey multipte-comparison method
was used to locate the significance between 2-min. intervals.
Individual existing coping strategi-es for dealing
with fatigue and di-scomfort were evaluated from subjects'
responses to the feedback sheet (Appendix D). Individual-
ised strategies were developed and recorded on tape along
with musi-ca] selections. Subjects practiced the taped
treatment fot 2t daYs.
Three psychological i-nventories were completed,
n€melyr Betts Qi,iI Vivi.dness of Imagery sca]e, Gordon Test
of Imagery Control, a:rd the California Q-set. Posttreatment
subjects compieted an overall evaluation of their
participation and acceptance of the treatment.
ChaPter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Personalised psychoeducatj.onal strategies were used
in an attempt to alter the perception of exertion of
female endurance athletes. RPE, HR, -iOrmax. data were
collected pre- and posttreatment. Psycholbglcal data
derived from the Betts QMrr the Gordon TVrc' and the
californi.a Q-set were utilised in the analysis of
RPE.
All subjects completed all the tests and inventories
except subject EE, tlo did not complete the posttreatment
'iio;max. 
, and subject ir"iel'i, who did not complete the
pretreatment RPE test at 6 min. and, therefore, no
record was made for this trial at the posttreatment RPE
test. Both subjects fail'ed to 
.complete due to'i}lness,
however their remaining data were stil-I'useful for analysis
purposes. A11 data will be presented initially from a
group perspective and then from art individual
perspectj.ve.
Group Analtrsis
Reliability of RPE
Subjects' reliability of perceiving differences
in workload intensities (RPE) were assessed at tz
treadmill workload trials prior to the administration
of treatment. Workloads of 3, 4.5, and 5 mph were
administered four times each in random order at two
sessi.ons. Reliability of RPE scores were subjected to
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Pearson product-moment correlation. Reliability of
RPE was consi-dered excellent and ranged from r = '87
toE=.99
riOrmax. measures indicated that all the athletes
were in good physical condition for endurartce activities.
College-age females generally reveal a V0rmax. of
between 30 and 4o nt/t<g/m::n. (Astrand & Rodahl, 7g?o).
while the mean value for a U.S. national women's team
was 5?,4 nl/kg/m:In, (DeCrosta, tg3z) . All the athletes
in this study revealed f0rmax. measures rangi-ng from
46,9 nl/kg/m:rn. to 6t mL/kg/min, (taule 1) . b
Significapt differenss existed between preireatment
arrd posttreatment tOrmax., F (1, 9) = ?2,59, P (.01 (taU1e 2).
The significant difference revealed €Ln increase in Vormax.
from pre- to posttreatment. Subjects increased their
physiological fitness and aerobic capaclty in the 28-day
period of the investigation.
Seven subjects improved their vormax. less than
) nl/Rg/n:rn, artd, therefore, their irnprovement was consiierec
minimal for performance effects (Burke, cited in DeCrosta, tgBZ),
RPE'Differendes and'Analvsis of Covariance
RPE incr-eased progressively at each 2-min interval
for the majority of subjects. Estimations of effort
intensity were increased with the duration of the exerci.se
even though the workload remained constartt.
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」ab■e 2
RPE Differences w■th V02max. Constant
Conditions ユニ   Lユ   ニ
i;ornax.
Pre-post (F)
Tria■s (if)
Px(r
1,9      13・37     22。59
1,9      21。68     36.63■
2,20       9.59    11018半
:
2,2O .29 .7+
丼 p く.01。
7t
At posttreatment, overall RPE ivas reduced from
pretreatment RPE but the i-ncrease between intervals
was still apparent (iaU1e X). Athletes stiil exercised
at 8O/, predicted maximal HR and at B mph but at
posttreatment the effort intensity to perform at this
level was perceived as decreased.
An analysis of covarj-ance (eivCOve) with repeated
measures was used to assess whether there was any 
..t,
significant di-fference between pre- and posttreatment RPE
over three trials with VOrmax. held. constant. AIICOVA
indicated that a significant di.fference vras present
between pre- and posttreatment RPE with irorr"*. as the
covari-a-ce, F (1, 9) = 35,53r p < .01 (taiile 2), the
direction of the significant difference revealed that
RPE was qe.duced at posttreatment. Subjects perceived.
less workload exertj.on at posttreatment even thougti the
intensity was the same as at pretreatment.
The Tukey multiple-comparison method was usec to
locate the significant differences between RPE trials at
2r 4, and 6 min. A statistic of 3.0/ was revealed which
was not statistically significant between pairs of means.
The significant F test indicated that some subset of means
differed from other subsets of means (Hopkins & Glass, t97B).
However, the difference between subsets of means could
not be located by the Tukey method between trials. No
interaction between pre- and posttreatment tests and trials
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was evident (taule 2).
The mean scores for' each Z-min. interval, pre= artd
posttreatment, make it possible to subjectirrely estima'ce
the ,locatlon of the most significant differences (taUle 1).
The. greatest difference in RPE means occurs at..the 6-min.
interval. A11 the mean scores are decreased'at each
2-min, interval from pre- to posttreatment (taUte 1).
Heart Rate (HR)
HR data were not pertj.nent to the results of this
investigation. HR measures were merely used as indicants
of physiological stress the athletes were enduri-ng. HR
served as sufficient evidence for termination of the
treadmill test if manimal leve1s had been reached.
Imagerv vi.vidness
Subjects were all classified according to the Betts
Ql{I Vividness of Imagery scale as moderately vivid to very,
very vivid. On a scale of five to 35, five designating
very, very vivid and lJ designating no images at all,
subjects all scored. less than 18 (taule 3). The most
vivid images were conceived in the orgalic mode on the
Betts Qi.{I test. This category requests subjects to rate
sensations in degfees of clarity ald vividness on the
rating scale. The sensations are fatigtl€r hunger' a Sore
throat, drowsiness, artd "stuffed" from over eating.' The
next most favored mode of imagihg was the cutarteous mode.
subjects wdre asked to rate the "feeling" of sartd,
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Tab■e 3
Psycho■ogCa■ Data fOr A■■ Subjeets
subjectAugmenter Reducer
latra
Imagery       ttmagery
Vividness  Contro■■abi■ity
DD
EE
AG
PL
MaM
MeM
JM
CM
MR
ES
MS
ST
CF
。17
・13
-。12
-003
_。18
-.10
。10
013
-:05
-。02
-。08
-。03
-。17
.42
・35
・51■
。46
058姜
053■
.29
。38
。56■
.4年
。o4
。56→←
・53予
14.0
16。6
15。7
lo。6
1305
10。1
1505
1509
12。7
15・4
6。8
10 4
10。年
9
3
7
7
年
7
7
8
10
9
11
10
10
・ nく0050
ac orre■ateof subject to'Protolype Profile
じ ノ
?4
linenr fur, a pin prick, and a warm bath. visual and
audltory modes were favored by only two subjects. A11
the subjects who possessed the capacity for vj-vid imagery,
accord.ing to Betts, also had decreases in RPE. Subjects
who were limited in their imaging ability did not appear
to decr.ease their RPE as much as the previous group.
Imagerv C ontrollabilitY
Most subjects exhibited the ability to control and
direct images aS measured by the Gordon TVIC. Eleven
Subjects were considered controlled and artswered "Yes"
to at least seven of the tZ test scenes (laUte 3) ' The
relationship of RPE to imagery.controllability does not
appear to be very c]ear. Subjects who were consi-dered
controlled perce5-ved limited or no change in effort
intensity at posttreatmentr while others who were not
controlled did perceive chalges in effort intensity;'
Augmenter oducer
Subjects were typically more like the reducer
prototype than the augmenter prototype (faUle 3) '
Reducer tlpes tend to perceive a].Id accept discomfort
aS a part of the athletic experi-ence. Discomfort does
not easily force them to discontinue performance. Subjects
were generally reducers, and this Seems to be an importalt
factor because 11 of the !3 subjects perceived decreases
in exertion.
$r{AcA c'otJ.Ect ts8ffi
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firdividual Analysis
V0cmax. Dif f er.ence
An overall significant difference existed between
pre- a3d posttreatment VOrmax. scores. However, this was
not unl.formly distributed throughout all the subjects
Seven subjects exhibited very limited cha-nge in 'iOrrnax.
(i.e.,. les-s than 3 n|/trg,/nin. ) (taU1e 1). This limited change
should not affect percepti.on or perf ormance. Sub ject l/iei'"/i
had the greatest single increase in irOrmax. with
8.89 nL/Rg/n:.n. change, while only one subject (PL) had a
decreased -i'oomax.1
Imagery Vividness
Imagery was very vivid for this particular group
of subjects, although there was Some variati'on within
the group (taUle 3), The highest score and, thereforb,
least vivid was EE with t5.6 and the most vivid was il'ls
with a score of 6.8. Sub'jects PL, I4eM, :r'iR, ST, and CV
were also particularly vivirl, revealing scores of less than
L3. The sj.x remaining subjects (Ac, i'{al'{, JI{, Cl{, DD and ES)
were all classified as moderately vivid with scores
between L) and L7. Subjects who could image most vividly
had the'greatest decrease in RPE at posttreatment '(except
I\1S). Subject EE was l'east vivid and had no change in
posttreatment RPE.
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Imagery C ontrollabili tlr
Eleven subjects \^/ere considered fairly controll"ci 
r
and answered a+u l-east seven of the tesi scenes v;ith rryj=''r'-
Ihree of thbse subjects (L{R, I'{S, and C'i') were considered
"*t""rot$ controlled and. answered. at least 10 """".,"s with
"Yes." .Iwo subjects (EE and liaiiJi) were not consj.dered at
all controlled and artswered only three and four iest
scenes respectively with "Yes." EE was also least vivid.
The relationship of RPE io imagery vras not well defined
wi.bh regards to these subjects. Subjects i;iR, lrlS, and Cii,
a1*uhough defined aS autonomous, had varying degrees of
decrease in RPE. There appearec to be no definiie pattern
to controllability and RPE level.
Augmenter eciucer
Twelve subjects reveal-ed personality profiles that
urere more clearly correlated with the reducer prototype
than the augmenter prototyPe, five of tr'hom corre'l ated. at
least r = ,5t (p ..Oil with the reducer prototype,
depic-,,ed by three experi-enced endurartce coaches. Four
sub j€c'us (EE, JT,i; Ci{, and }iS) trao. Iow correlations with
boih the augrnen-r,er and reducer type (r = .08 to r = ,3?),
but all except IdS were closer to the reducer type. l,is'
correlation with the augmenter iype and the reducer type
vJere so lolv that is was impossible to categorise her into
either of these prototYPei.
Subjects personality profiles that correlated at
least g = . jt rvith the reducer template a1l had some
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decrease in posttreatment RPE' except subject I''leI{' Her
perceptions increased at posttreatment. lllarri was the most
like the reducer type of all the athletes, with a
coryelation of E = .58. She also had a 3-pcjint decrease
in RPE at the 4-min. interval. Subjects who real]y did
not qualify as either reducdr or augmenter (i'e', exhibited
low correlations on each prototype ) had litt}e decrease in
RPE values at Posttreatment'
Summary
Subjects participated in a 6-min. task on a treadmill
and subjectively rated their level of exertion at 2-, 4-,
and 6-min. intervals. Subject reliability at perceiving
different workload intensities was assessed' ,A1I subjects
were extremely rellable. subiects then completed two
tests which were designed to assess their imaging ability.
Subjects also compiled a self-profile which was th€n
correlated with prototypes of athletes who were reducers
and augmenters of physical discomfort. subjects' vOrmax.
vrere measured pre- ald posttreatment to determine any
changes in physiological condition. Levels of exertion
were then retested. after 2L days of treatment practice'
at the same workload as the pretreatment test.
十°2maxo WaS meaSured pr■or to RPE tr■
a■s and
treatment and was repeated ai the end of the treatment
ects whose ;Ormax. improved had oirly modest
decrease in RPE at posttreatmente  Subjects whose ic2max. did
7e
not improve had greater decreases in pre- to posttreatment
RPE.
AI1 subjects were vivid in their imaging ability.
Their mean scores on the Betts test classified them
aS ralging between.moderately vivid and veryt very vivid.
The more vivid imagers tended to perceive gfeater decreases
in exertion at Posttreatment.
The Gordon TVIC indicated that 11 subjects had
good controllability of images. This condition did not
seem as relevant to RPE as vividness of 5-magery'
Generally subjects were more like the reducer type
thal the augmenter tlrpe athlete r 811 importalt factor '
when consi-dering RPE at posttreatment.
The most conducive abilities for reduction of
perception of physical workload intensities were
exhibited by subjects PL, ST, and I/lR. They had vivid
and controlled imagery artd were also reducers. The
least conducj-ve were low vj-vidness, artd low correlation
with the reducer t14>e. Most subjects exhibited at least
one of these desirable and undesirable conditions.
Observations from data collected from RPE pre- and
posttreatment revealed that the treatment effectively
decreased subjects' .perceptions of physical exertion
between testing sessions. There was a sigpif i c.ant
decrease in RPE at the .0J level but the exact locati-on
of the significant decrease could not be located by the
Tukey method, although it was possible to estimate where
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greatest change took place by examining the means for
each 2-min. i-nterval pre- and posttreatment. The greatest
decrease from.pre- to posttreatment occurred at the 5-min'
interva'l .
HRdataralthoughrecordedatpre-andposttreatment
2-, 4-,, and 5-min. intervals, were not utilised for
analysis purposes in this investigation. HR merely
indicated the physiological condition of the exercising
athlete.
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS・
This chapter diSCusses theJresu■t  of is
investigation with refereicё to bcith group and individua■
treatment effectivenesso  Treatment effectiveness ■s
indicated by differences in subjects. perceptions of
physica■ exertion (RPE)from pre_ to posttreatment, cOntro■■ing
for improvements in maxima■ aerobic capacity.
The discuss■on concems the effect that improvements
■n aerobic capac■ty h ve on perception of physュca■
exertione  A■so discussed Яre the ■nf■uences of pЯrticu■ar
psycho■ogica■ fとctors, measured pr■or to and dur■ng′the
treatmeito  These factors (imaging abi■ity and ugmenter/
re.ducer profi■es)are indications of subjects. abi■ity
to accept the treatment and max■m■se ■ts effectiveness.
The discussion a■so exЯTnines subject orientation and
attitude townrd cognitive rostructuring as a behaviora■
contro■ technique.                                           ヽ
The hypothesis of this investigation, which stated
that psychoeducationa■ strategies w.■■ reduce the
perception of phys■ca■ exertion and fatigue was
accepted.  The treatment, indivュdua■is d psychoeducationa■
strategies, proved to be effective ■n reducュng perception
of exertion for ll of the 13 Subjects.  The decroase in
RPE posttreatment was significant at the 。05 ■eve■。
Perception var■ed from one ■ndiv■dua■ to another,
and this was ref■ected in the pretreatment RPE and aga■n
SO
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■n the reduction ■eve■s at posttreatment.  One.s
perception of phys■ca■ exertion wou■d seem to be Of great
importance in the chOiCe of whether or not to continue
the endllrance activityo  The treatment in this
■nvestigation caused perceptiOns of exertion to be
reduced, and presumab■y this wou■d enhance the choice to
continue w■th the aCtiV■ty.  Aspects of s■uations that  ‐
may be perce■v d as threaten■ng and debi■itating may be
、reduced so that the same s■uation can be better to■rated
(K■einke, 19788 Mi■■er, 19361′.  The present treatment was
effective in he■p g subjects oVercome their subjective
assessment of discomfort dll,■ng the■r endurance
tra■n■ng.  It is this discomfort that generaユ■y causes
ath■etes to giVe up the■r'contro■ over performance to
the discomfort (ioe。, discomfort causes cessation of
training).  HOweャer, in this investigation ath■e es were
taught, v■a the■r psychoeducationa■ strategies to exert
persona■ contro■ ver the■r own perfo二.lance, pnrticu■ar■y
■n avers■ve conditionso  The cue for beginn■ng the
contro■ over the discomfort was the discomfort itse■f。
Group Treatment Effectiveness
122max. and RPE
ReductiOns in RPE may ■ogiCa■■y be expected if an
■mprovement in phys■Ca■ capac■ty at endurance wOrk■oads
occurso  EstimatiOns of effort intens■ty at ■eVe■s
wou■d be expected tO be reducedprev■ous■y be■ieved strenuous
as the abi■ity to suSta■n ■ncreased ■eve■s oヽf exertion ■s
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improved. Results shorved significant posttreatment
increases in 'r'Crrnax. Holvever, using AI\COVA d.esign in
vrhich iCrrnax. was used as the covariate, thus partialling
out its effect from the overall ireatmen-u effec*,", the
alieration in rl.PE scores were significant. this indicated
that physiological improvement alone did no'u cause the
reduced posttreatment RPE.
Posttreaiment RPE resul-r,s indica-r,e thai, because a
decrease in percepiion of effort intensity 'Eook place
wi-uh physiological condition held constant, there must 'oe
oiher influences affecting the subjective estimations
of exertion.
RPE decreases occurred at al-I 2-, 4-, and 6-min.
intervals from pre- to posttreatment. The exact focai,ion
could not be deterrnined by the Tukey method. iiowever,
esiimations of means at pre- and posttreatrneni 2-min.
interrrals'indicated greater reductions were apparent 4'u
the 6-min. interval posttbeaiment. So, generally decreases
at positrea-r,ment were no greater at 2-min. 'i;han at 4- or
5-min. Individuals rnay feel the need to cope a-t different
stages in iheir perform*:.. Athleies who are not so highly
trained as others will reach their rnaximal level sooner and
''viLl not be able to sustain performance at this level for
as long as the more highfy trained athlete. i'herefore, the
lesser trained athlerr,€ IIIB$ have cause to initia-r,e ihe
Stra*r,egy earl-ier.
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As prev■ous■y indicated, signifiCant RPE decreases occt】rred
at posttreatment irrespective of phys■o■Ogica■ cOndition。
Treatment effects'must have depended on other vnぃ■ab■es
which affected perceptiOne  The psyChO■Og■Ca■ vnriab■es
measured in thiS ■nvest gation were cons■dered important
to treatment effeCtiVeness and acceptanceo  The ■nf■ue ce
of s■ng■e and cOmbined psycho■ogica■ var■ab■es w■■ be
exam■ned in the discuss■On.
工血aging Abi■ity and RPE
工maging abi■ity was COnsidered to be a factor
affecting potentiaユ tr a mёnt acceptance ■n this
investigation o  Subjects weFe required to overcome mi■d
discomfo二t that natura■■y ocCurs from endurance ― n■ng,
by exercising imagery contro■.  The treatment images
served as taSk―re■evant diStractive techniques tO reduce
attentiOn on the diSCOmfOrt.  Reduced attentiOn ■eads to
increased to■rance of diSCOmfort (Horan & De■■inger, 1974)・
RPE posttreatment resu■s Of this ■nvestigation ■nd cate
that to■erance of discOmfort was ■ncreased, and RPE was
reducedo  The abi■ity t  cOpe with constant work■oad
■eve■s and perce■ve them as reduced may be partia■■y
attr■bited to ■maging as part of treatment effectiveness。
The c■nぃ ty and contro■■abi■ity of images can dece■ve
the nervous system into responding in a manner consistent
with the imageso  Therefore, the more vivid and appropriate
the ■mages the more natura■■y the responses w■■■ occur。
Decreases in RPE were exhibited by subjects who genera■■y
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were v■V■d and we■■ COntrO■■ed・。  These pnrtiCu■a  resu■ts
Яre supported by GordOn (1949)・
Au4:lenter/Reducer and RPE
Treatment effectiVeneSS ■ndicated py RPE decrease .
may haVe been due tO individua■iヽnitia■ orientatiOn
toward pain and diSCOmforto  Subjects whO perceive
physio■Ogica■ stress as ■ess than it iS (reducers)wi■■
tend tO COntinue and endure hЯrd phys■Ca■ eXertion ■onger
than subjeCtS WhO perceiVe stress aS it iS, Or greater
than it is (augmenters)(Petrie, 、1967)・  Reducer type
behaviOr was iexhibited by a■mOSt a■■ the Subjectso  This
may bel a genera■ character■s iC Of endurance ath■etes, s
they nre cOnStant■y bei g.exPOSed tO｀discomfort and
fatigue in_おいeir attemptS tO eXtend and improve perfOェ
ェllanCe。
On■y One Subject.did not diSp■ay reducer type behaviOr
tendencies tOWnrd diSComfOrt。
‐
EffectivenesS'Ofithe treatment re■ied upOn var■Ous
p,yChO■OgiCa■ Character■s iCS, and u■timate■y:the ■ arn■g ヽ
and aCCeptanCe of theitreatmento  Fam■■inr■ty w■th the
essentia■.  In order to reducecontent Of the treatment Was
perception of fatigue, the´exper■ence of COping must
ar■se from teChniques that are We■■―■earnedo  First■y,
subjeCtS‐must be ab■e tO COpe´in non―Stressfu■ SituatiOnS,
and On■y then can the respOnse be trarsferred to mOre
stressful sユtuatiOns.  The coping response must be an
a■most automatiC responSe (Benson, 19763 Suinn, 1972).
ド
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Iliore 
=p""iIi" to the 'curent investigation, Horan
and Hackett (1980) demonstrated that pain tolerapce did
not increase unless subjects rehearsed or learned the
treatment designed to help tolerate the pain. In fact,
the subjects in their study were not given sufficient time
for learning the treatment (Horan & Hackett, 1980). The
learning time for the current investigation was 2t days of
ilistening to the taped strategies and utilising them in
enduralce activities. Effectiveness may have been reduced
for some subjects due to their lack of adequate practice,
although they generally reported to be dedicated to the
learning and practice of the treatment.
Individual Treatment E{fectiveness
V°2ma文. and RPE
Subjects with improved aerobic capacity (AC, IYiaM, I'4eli,
ST, and Cv-) would be expected to perceive decreases in
exer.tion a.t the posttreatment test. This is IikeIy as
improved physiological condition would mean that the same
absolute workload would require a lower percentage'of lnaximal
aerobic capacity. The apparent redubtion in effort to
perform at levels previously believed aS strenuous would be'
liketry perceived as such by the athlete. Howeverr these
subjects' RPE ai posttreatment were not reduced greater -uhan
subjects who had no i'ormax. increase
The signi.ficant increase in riOrmax. was not
observed by all sub jects. Seven (DD, PL, Ci/], l.l;R, J}'1, ES, and
a
;'
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IiS) of the tZ a-r,hIet,es cid not improve their YOrmax. riiore
tharr ) nL/kg/nl:n. A11 except Jld and CIJI perceived
decreases at least at one 2-min interval at posttreatment.
At 5-min. PL and i\IR preceived a decrease of three points.
For the subjects with no physiological ilnprovements the
decrease in RPE cannot be attributed to the physiological
parameters incorporated in vOrm8.x. s and therefore'must be
attributed to psychological -factors.
PL ald MR both perceived decreases in RPii poettrea-urYleht
at 6 rni-n.r but neither had riOamax. improvements. These
decreases may be attributed to initiation of the stratery
at the 5-min. intervnl. Perhaps PL and MR were not
o,
iufficieltl-y fatigued at the 2-, and 4-min. interval to i
requi-re the use of their stratery. Throughout the learning
and daily practice of the strategies, subjects recogn5-sed
the onset of physical discomfort as the cue to begin coping
with it. Until the 6-min. interval, there may have been no
d.iscomf ort and, theref ore, no reason to use any coping
technique. The 6-min. interval may have been sufficient
to warrant the initiation of the stratery.
Imaeine Abilitv and RPE
Subjects who were classified on the Betts scale as
very vivid w-ere PL, l{e14, ST, and CV. A11 except Mel/l
perceived posttreatment decreases in the rate of exertj-on.
PL and ST appeared to be particularly successful in using
the strategies to reduce RPE' aS their scores were reduced
at each 2-min. interval, with the 6-min. interval being the
?
??
〓
?
?
?
?
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most distinc'u. i.IS vras the most vi'rid imager in ihe
group, but perceived only a l-pornt decrease in RPE.
Horvever, her RFE was very 1ow at all intervals. i{er
failure to es*i,imate exertion any lolver may have resultefl
from the .rerbal anchors of the numerical ratirrgs on the
tsorg sca1e. A large subjecti-ve difference may have
exis+,ed for tiS between "sornelvhat hard" (Lz, t), L+) and
"fairly light" (9, 10, 11).
Sub,jects DD, 1,1a.,i, and liR were moderately vivid in
their imaging ability. A11 experienced a decrease in
postireatment RPE, l,Iali, and tiR very considerably so. The
remaining flve sub;ects (AG, JId, EE, Cli, anc ES) r'{ere
considered limited in their abiliiy to image 'rividIy.
fheir posttreatrnent RPE reCuctj-ons were not aS disiinct as
subjects classified as modera-r,eIy vivid or vivid. EE
vras' least .rivid of al-I and only experienced a l-point
decre ase in'a11 RPE trials. AG percei.red her effor*u
intensitlr the saxne in botir pre- and posi-r,reattnent tests.
rror tirese five su.bjecis lack of imaging ability seem.s to
be a disadvantage in rnaximising the impact of the cogniiive
ireatmen*". iial-tz (1950) indicated that, the more vi.rid 'uhe
irnagery -r,he more likely the nerrrous systern i'viIl be to
respond in the desired and appropriate manner. Therefore,
the effect of the cogni-uive stratery may be reduced Cue
io limited inagery, and presumably percep-r,ion of exertion
vrould not likely be decreased. Al-so 'uhe chance of rnaking
-r,he d.ecisi-on to stop running due to discotnfol'*u and pain
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ivould be increased more so thah for sub,jects ivhos.e imaging
ability allowed thern to maximj-s6'tl:e effec-u-'of "ihe
cogniti're strategies.
Directly related to ihe discussi-on of irnagery
vivid.ness is the inffuence of imagery controllability.
Gordon (7949) suggested emphatically that controllabiJ-ity
of imageS was .most important in enhancing perforrnance . She
inciicated that the most conduci-ve condition for irnproving
performance through imagery was vivid-controlled a-nd the
least conducive was vivid-uncontrolled. 0n that basis
l,is and Cv were the perfect imagers, in thai they lvere
both vivid and lvell control-led in their irnagery. 'their
poiential indicated by this information hovrever was
not realised by their RPE scores. :,'ivid and well controlled
5-magery vras also exhibited by I'!R,. St, i,';ei./i, PL, C'|, anifl DD,
and of these only l,leli fail-ed to perceive any decre.ase in
eff ort intensi-uY.
i,.al,i was predicted to be the least likely to rnake
effective use of the treatrnent as her imaging abil:cty
categorisec her as vivid-uncontrolled (Start ac Richarcson'
1964), Yet, liial{ did perceive a reduction in exerticn,
iherefore, for her, other factors unrelateC to imaging
ability appeared to be important to trea*r,ment effeciiveness
and acceptance. i'{ar''i was also a reducer artd r,uas
particularly dedica-r,ed io the ireatment prac'ui-ce. ?his
may ha..re accoun*r,ed for her posttreatnent P.PE decreases.
Subjeci EE rvas leas'c lrivi-d and controlled in her imaging and
her F.PE scores reflec-ued tiiis condi-uion a-, post''.rea.+,Iii€rltr,. She
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had no decreases in her effOrt intensity perceptions
except one point at the 4-mino interva■.  Hcr ■ttw ■eve■
■maging abi■ity gave litt■e feedback subsLance Ffor her
nervous system to respond to (」acob on, 1938)。
In Summnry, imagery vividness and contro■■abi■ity
appeared to be,maJoF inf■uences for some subjects in
treatment acceptance and effectivenesso  Subjects IJR, ES,
DD, PL, and ST had vivid and contro■■ed imagery and
decreased RPE posttreatmenキ and, therefore, appeared to
uti■ise the treatment effective■y.  Th ■r strategies
compr■seo ■mages that were mean■ngfu■ and had successful
connotatiOns fOr theme  SubづeC S CV, pょ_  and Ci‐had
simi■ar imaging abi■ities and yet underwent on■y negligib■e
detreases dur■ng t eatment。  Other psycho■ogi a■ factors
accounted for their apparent ■ack of tota■ treatrlent
acceptance.  Dramatic reductions ■n perc ptions for      _
Subject EE wou■d have been surprising considering her   J  ヽ
■maging abi■ity a■onee  She had ne■t er v■v■d nor wel■   .
contro■■ed images and her RPE did not change.  Iial would
be cons■dered v■v■d―uncontro■■ed, a hazardous como■nation
for effective performance enhancement (Start と Richardson,
1964).  HOWever, her RPE indicated other、vise.  Irhis suggests
that the c■aim for contro■■abi■ity of images as a major
inf■ucnce on performance enhancement is not tota■■y
supported (Gordon, 1949, Stnrt & Riёhardson, 196年).   _
Subject :la]`1.s RFE were decreased and this ■eads to the
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conclusion that vividness of imagery is the more important
factor.
Subjects' natura'l orientation toward physical
discomfort (a frequent part of endirance training in
track today), personal coitmitment, a1d attitude toward
the use of psychoeducational techniques for performance
enhancement must also be considered. The subjects who
perceived decreases in RPE but did not have gbod imaging
ability will be discussed in the following sections.
0f those subjects who were classified as reducers
(Ac,.tuau, MeM, lJiR, ST, cv, PI, ES, Errd DD), only two
failed to perceive reductions in exercise intensity.
AG'S perception remained the same and MeM's perceptions
incr'eased. If they were already reducers- and used their
own strategies to overcome discomfort' thm they may have
already reached their ma>cj.mum "reducing" Ievel. The
influence of previous experience with coping strategies
may have diminished and limited the effectiveness of
improving cognitive control over physical discomfort.
The new coping strategies these subjects practiced may
not be as well learrred as the old strategies. PreviouslY,
when the workload of running got i-ntense, AG would image
herself running with others who impressed her, and
would attempt to emulate these people. If this stratery
was more familiar and meaningful to her than the new one,
then this may have accounted for no change in percepti.on.
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Three subjects (EE, JT{, and Ct4) revealed correlatlons
which did not closely adhere to'either augmenter or
reducer type. They each perceived some degree of
reduction in exertj-on intensity at posttreatment,
attfrougfr this was very limited f or EE.
Individual dwareness of cognitS-ve restructuring
differed greatly between subjects prior to this
investigation. The majority of subjects did not realise
that they could in fact control their own responses to
the discomfort experieneed durS.ng running. Responses to
discomfo_rt were equally as influential as responses tb
boredom in the choice of discontinuing physical exerti-on.
For the long di.stalce runners and walkers (wteVt, CV, ST,
and CM), -this'$,as a distinct problem. The strategies
helped provide the interest apd motivation to cont5.nue,
not only for one particular race, but for their whole
season of competitj.on.
The treatment was directed toward personal control
by reducing perception of discomfort, rvhich may force
cessation or inhibition of performance for trained
athletes. Subjects -indicated on the post-season
evaluation that they all felt more in control of their
performances ald responses ovelfatigue ald did not
now stop as readily as they did before the treatment.
The treatment was effective in reducing RPE in
practice and performance at Some time for nearly all the
subjects. RPE decreases were only apparent for those
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who were totally committed to daily practice'and behavioral
chasge. A number of athletes did not have the dedication
or perhaps the belief that the treatment could work for
themr arrd this may have reduced the effectj-veness of the
treatment for them. The corunittment was essential aS the
techniques had to be well lear:Ted and faniliar if their
effectiveness was to have any impact in real-Iife
situations. In this investigation not all the athletes
were committed to the treatment and thi.s was reflected
in their final RPE.
It is difficult to assert the psychological
variables that were more important to the treatment
acceptance for individuals. However, this investS-gation
was considered meanj.ngful and a great motivational asset
to workouts and periorma,nces f or these athletes.
Sumnarv
Personalised psychoeducati.onal strategies were
utilised in an attempt to alter perceptions of exertion
(npn). Eleven of the subjects perceived deereases in
RPE at some interval during the posttreatment testing.
The degree of effectiveness varied for each subject and
was influenced by different psychological factors
imaging ability (i.e., vividness and controllabi-lity)'
individual orientation toward discomfort of endurance
rr.mningr ard acceptartce of cognitive restructuring
technrques. Subjects' commi-ttment to the trea'tment
was very important to its effectiveness.
ChaPter 6
SUIrJJiARY, CONCLUSICNS, amd REC0I;iivlEi'lDA'IIOl':iS rCR ITURIHER SfUDY.
Summary
Personalised psychoeducational strategies were
practiced for ?L days by female endurartce athletes.
The strategies were developed in a1 attempt to alter the
rate of perceived exertion at Bo% ptedicted max. liR
exercise intensity. Baseline measures of RPE were
recorded every 2 min. for 6 min. during treadmill testing.
Posttreatment RPE were recorded at the same workl-oad'and
at the same time interve'l s.
JtOrmax. wa'S measured prior to the treatment 'and
again at the conclusi-on of treatment practice. The
physiological d.ata were collected so that any change in-
RPE from pre- to posttreatment could be attributed to the
psychoeducational strategies and not to increased aerobic
capacity
Psychological measures were taken to assist with the
interpretation ald discussion of the results of'RPE. They
included measures of imaging ability and initial
subject' orientation toward discomfort (i.e., di-scomfort
associated with endurartce activity). Subject profiLes were
correlated with augmeniet/reCucer prototypqs.'{Crnax. and
BPE were ala1ysed. by AtiC0VA, wh1}e the psychological data
were anal.Ysed subjectivelY.
Trea+r,ment lvas considered to be effective irom a eroup
and in,jiviiual perSpec-ui.,/e, e\ren ihough i-Crrnax. improveC.
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9午
工nQ■v■dua■ treatment effectiveness resu■ed in
degrees oェ suCCess。  工t was Observed that e■ven Of
the 13 Subjects perceived decreases in RPE from pre―
to posttreatmente
Conc■us■ons
lo  PsyChOeducationa■ strategies Яre effective in
reduc■ng the rate of perce■ved exertion。
2.  The effect Of psychoeducationa■ strategies ■s
enhanced by imaging abi■ity, pЯrticu■Я, y vividness.
30  The effectiveness of psychoeducationa■ strategi s
is dependent on individua■ acceptance and Orientation
townrd COgnitiVe restructur■ng.
4.  Treatment effectiVeness ■s enhanc d by hav■ng a
reducer type dispos■tion.
RecolnmendatiOns for Further Stndy
l.  Future Studies shou■d nvo■Ve Я′ger samp■es.
2。  Treatment practice time shou■d b ext nded。
30  Rate of perce■ved e,xertion shou■d be exam■ned
over a ■onger per■oa and increased intens■ty,
4.  工magery vividness and cOntro■■abi■ity shou■d
be retested posttreatment to eVa■uate any changes in
abi■ity across the treatment per■od.
50  Augmenter/reducer profi■es shou■d be retested
posttreatment to dete■■1■ne any change ■n Or■entation
toward disComfort across the treatment per■ode
6.  :rreatment ShOu■d be administered to subjects who
exhibit augmenter profi■es, or reduCer profi■es.
Appendix A t
INFORI,{ED CONSENT FORI,i
l,'le are in the process of conducting research
concerning- the rate of perceived exertion, that is, the
'sub jecti-ve estimation of intensity of eff ort. The study
is designed to assess whether or not individualised
cognitlve strategies can modify perception of effort.
Acceptance into this study involves a commitment
to the. following:
Day '1: Introduction to the testing instruments.
Treadmill practice and Rate of Perceived Exertion measurement
(nrn;, at 3 submaximal workloads (z min. each), Betts Qtir
Vividness of Imagery scale designed to assess the degree
of vividness of mental imagery (12 min.;, Gordon Test of
'iiisual Imagery Control designed to assess the ability to
control images (5 min. ).
Day 2z Interview with investigator to discuss the
role of imagery and cognitive strategies, also to
ascertaih present personal coping strategi-es (50 min. ).
Day )z Repeat of RPE testing -(te min. ).
Day 4: Test of maximal oxygen uptake (40 min. ).
Day Jz RPE at B0/, predicted maximal HR at B mph on
the treadmill. First night of listen5.ng to cassette tape
of stratery
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Appendix A (continued)
Day 5-258  PraCtice of treatment, ■isten■ng to h
tape and uti■ising the strategy during regu■nr wo kouts.
Day 8, 12, 208  Te■ephone or persona■ communication,
to discuss the strategy.
Day 148  Ca■ifOrnia Q―set, WhiCh inVo■ves the sorting
of 100 persona■ity descriptors to measure va■ues of
autonomジ and independence (20 min。).
Day 26:  RPE measurement at 80% predicted maxima■ HR.
Day 278  TeSt Of maxima■oxygen uptake.
Day 288  POSt―season eva■uation of the treatmente
Throughout this investigation.Subjects wi■■ be asked
to record da■■y the■r ュnvo■vement and acceptance of the
treatment.
We wish,to emphasise that the data wi■■ be uti■ised
for resenrch purposes on■y.  Participation ■s voluntЯry
no one need pЯrticipate.  Initia■acceptance does not
commit you to continue participation and you may withdrarJ
at any time.
The measurement of maxima■ oxygen upt ke (†62max。)
is a stress test and some researchers have fOund that there is a
risk of Cardiac and ske■eta■injury (ester, cited in Astrand
と Rodah■, 1970)・  Ere Do P. 1]homas wi■■ be present at a■■ ~lC2m x.
testing and subjects may break off the testing before
reaching their maxima■ ■eve■ if needed。            _
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All athletes should have medical rel-ease from the
Health Center to participate in team athletics.
Please consider the purposes of this study, the time
commitment and introspective nature of the inventorj-es
before you decide to participate. Please indlcate your
decision below. Thartk you for your time thus far.
Janice Satterley, Graduate Student.
A. Craig Fisher, Thesis Advisor.
D. Paul Thomas, Committee Member.
YES, I wish to participate in this study.
N0, I do not wish to.participate in this study.
SS.gnature . 
- 
I aln over 18 Years.
Appendix B
TREAD}JIILL DIRECTI ONS
You are going to run on a treadmill. We want you
to estimate how hard you feel the work isl these estimations
represent your ratings of perceived'exertion. Do not
conceryr yourself with a1ry one factor such as leg fatigue
or shortness of breath but rather try to concentrate
on your total inner feetings of exertion. We will be
asking you for ratings of perceived exertion at points
throughout the durati-on of the test. A rating scale will
be provided and you will be asked to indicate your
perception of effort by stating the appropriate value
RPE scale
6
7 very, very light
B
9 very light
10
11 fairly light
t2
L3 somewhat hard
!L+
15 hard
t6
t7 very hard
TB
t9 very' very hard
20
Appendix C
FEED8ACK SHEET
Please provide your best. and most accurate responses or
recol-lections to the following guestions. The- more
revealing you can be, the better will be the strategies
that we create with You.
1. How oo you currently deal with fatigue
(i.e.r, when you feel like stopping how do you force
yourself to conti-nue running? ) . Describe your inner
talking strategies and any pictures you create.
?. irrJhen fatigue begins to set. in, where do you
first notice it? Desiribe in a little detail the
feelings you experience.
3. If you slow down or stop before your running
task has been completed, what promotes this decision of
yours?
4, What would make you a better runner, and what
would you like your involvement in this project to do for
you?
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RESPONSES TO FEEDBACK SHEET
DD
l。  ェ think about that I'Ve gone this far before,
so l know I.Can do it again.  I break up my running、into
i―告 way pOints.  Then l can ■00k back t how far 工've
gone and how much is ■eft.  If it is sunny, I think about
how n■ce thp sun fee■s and then that ■eads me to thinking
about laying out in the sun on a beacho  Sometines I
pray to God e■ther to ■et me fin■sh or about other
prob■ems.  Main■y with interva■ workoutse  l see how
others are going so fast or are ab■e to manage the
wo rkout, so l te■■ myse■f that tt shou■d be ab■e to。
When tt get rea■■y tired, I try to convince myse■f that
that ites good for me and this wi■■ h ■p me in the racea
2。  Ca■Ves usua■■y, especia■■y with hi■■s.  They
tighten up and Seem tO restr■ct y str■de.  They gradua■■y
■oosen and I・m okay fOr a whi■e, then l start to breathe
hard and my ■egs get rea■■y tired.
3.  Give up, decide I・m tired of running, I.m not
achieVing anything by this。  Or sometimes l think I've
gone far enough, more than someone e■se, and I・m happy
with that but then tt regret it afterwards。
4.  I・m not sure what wou■d make me a better runner
more endurance for Sprint work maybeo  l know that I
shou■d be ab■e to run we■■.because of my bu■■d, but
something has kept me from being good.  I don・t know
what thOugh・.
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( con*"i-nuec )
EE
1. lJhen rI begin to tire I first say to myself to
try and run it off, but when that doesn't work, I start
to think I'm a lazy bum, and I never can do anything
rightr so it figures I would want to stop. To push on
I try io stop thinking that I'm running and think of good
times I had with my boyfriend in high school, anci I
imagine him waiting at the finish line for me and the
only way I can get to him is to continue.
2, When I first feel tired it starts across my
back, bV the shoulders, and my legs feel- Iike there has
been an extra 10-1b wieght.attached to each. Then I.
begin to feel like I can't breathe in enough C'Z so my
lungs start to hurt.
3. If I stop before the running task has been
cornpleted it is because I have made a deal with myself
that if I push to a point I can stop there.
4. To beat the school record in the hurdles a-nd
to improve my own time.
LO2
AG
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Appendix D
( continued )
I have a few different talking strategies.
Sometimes while running long distalce, I try to trick
myself into not knowing how far I am running or have
already run. I do this by thinking of all the things
that I have to do that day and mentally preparing my
schedule in detail. This works only on long runs when
I d.on't have to pay attention. When I feel like stopping
I think of people I've run with who seem to have great
dri-ve and whom impressed me. Then I yell at myself to
be strong like them and do it for them, then I get even
madder and say I should be doing it f or rnyself . A Iot
of times I also think that I've run and worked this hard
and it can''r, be all for nothing. I have to improve my
time no matter by how l-ittle.
2: At d.ifferent times I notice pain in different
places during workouts involving sprints or intervals
I usually feel it in my breathing. Dista;rce runs, I feel
it in my legs. They feel heavy. I do not feel fatigue
except in my mind, I'11 be running and feel- okay, but
sometimes i 
", 
anxious to get it over.
3. I don't like to stop too often as I am kind
of superstitj-ous and I know that if I don't finish a
workout then I won't be good in my next race and don't
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deserve 'io.
4. I think I'd be a better runner if I had more
drive and no ideas of stopping while I'm runiring. Also
if I could think more positively about running for
myself instead of worrying about others. I also get too
nervous and uptight before a hard workout or a race and
I worry about it and think before I do it how difficrilt 
, 
-
it will be and what if I can't do it. I'd like to
eliminate these anxi-eti-es.
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( continued )
PL
1. I can keep myself going whil-e doing sprints
fairly well- by imagining a competitor in front of me.
'v,lhen I go out on long distance runs though, I have
ciifficulty keeping myself going unless it's reaIIy
a nice day and I'm j.n beautiful surroundings. Since
I'm going at a much slower pace for a longer tirne I feel
my body fatiguing easier.
In a rceet at high school a friend of rni-ne was
trying to get me psyched up for my hardest race and so
he walked me through the last .1ap of a mile. He told
me points r woul-d do what and going into the last turn
he told me to say "f think I can." I won that race by
coming from' behind and I've tried to remember this
during other races since but r forget when the time cornes.
2. Usually it's my thighs getting heavy arrd it
.fleels as if my stride won't open up but is continually
shorteni-ng, my armd feel heavy also as if they are
becoming detached.
3, I guess f know I'm not performing
instead of perservering through the rough
well so
part I
It's a mind game.
put out maximum4. I would like to be abl-e to always
effort and not lvoruy about feeling fatigue. f lvould
like to be more positive so that it would reflect in my
perf ormances.
to5
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( con-ui-nued )
Ir:ali
1. 0n a long run my knees begin to hurt and I
know I'm in troubl-e. I us.ua11y say "If you stop early
you're the biggest asshole on earth. Don't you have any
self-respect?" Sometimes I just set smal1 goals along
the road, a telephone pole or.a street sign, and keep
promS-sing myself to keep runni-ng until I reach that goa1.
f also think of a fat slob that's in crunmy shape, vrhich
may be me if I don't run. When I rea11y get tired I
mentally picture myself as being pushed from behind. by
a gigantic hand to help sweep me along.
2, l{y knees hurt "first, but in a sprint my thighs
start to burn. The pain feels very deep and each step
makes me more discouraged.
3, I usually think "0h heI1! lVhy are you doing
this? Your breathing sucks and you're going so s1ow,
why not take a rest?" The more I think about stopping
the more aches I haver rny knees hurt, thighs are heavy,
breathing more uneven, then the easier it gets to siop
and not feel bad about it.
4, I,1y biggest problem is when I'm behind someone.
I try to keep their p_ace but it seems impossible and I
give up. So f'd like to feel I have that extra juice
when f 'm near an opponent.
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( con'i,inueC )
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1. I try to telL myself that I'l-1 get out what I
put in and so stopping won't accomplish anything. I keep
myself going by breaking down my run into smaller sections.
I make what is like a picture in my head when I'm nrnning
I!'s of the future, someplace' sometime. I know I do
this when I run up hi1ls 'as they make me feel really
tireC. I just see myself in some race and am able to
finish strong with a kick because I'd pushed i-n practice.
I pretend I arn being watched and that stops me from slowing
dov,ln.
2, I{y knees hurt first on long distai-rces, but for
intervals my thighs hurt first, they really occupy my
mind.
3. I feel like I've done enough and will do more
next time. I slow down rather than s-i,op 3.s I always
r.vant to finish.
4. I need io be faster in practice, and be just
like the better runners as I know I can do what they d'o.
I just think that they are i'better" .
t07
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( continued )
Jl!i
1. Usually I say " Come on you can finish this,
you don't want to look bad in front of everyone.I 0r'
another one is "Jeez, if you can't finish th,is you
"="gooa 
'"" you were you can't stop." Sometimes I see
myself in the past when I was always r^rinni-ng.
2, Itiy chest, shoulders and then my legs feel
heavy.. lleavy and tight and I ca.n't seem to move them.
). I usually talk rnyself out of it by saying "','/hy
try, f'}} never be as good as I used to be. Or
everyone is better than me why should I finish this.
I want to come in first not somewhere in the middle.
i'laybe I'm too fat or I'm not built l-ike a runner, why
should I be able to do this. "
4. I would be better if I was more positive, and
when I raced if I didn't think others were alvrays better
than me. I would like to be able to say, "Hey, $ou can
do it. "
|~
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( c on-uinued )
1.. lr/hen I start to think negatively about running
I usually say "lthat if someone saw you going this slov,r."
So I guess you could say that I try to i.mpress . I don't
like to think f'm going s1ow. Also, I try to ieII
mysdlf that everyone is watching me. I also say to
myself that I have to get skinnier to be faster, so the
further and faster I run the more muscle f'11 get. Then
./I picture myself looking nice and firm, I hate'jiggling
fat. I love to see muscles. I make rnyself f eel
guilty if I stop as if I let myself down.
2, During a race my shoulders tend to hike up
and my arms, ano I puII back, Iike,f 'm moving away from
the finish Iine.
3, I usually don't stop. f don't 1et myself, I
miy cut d.own on weekend practice as it gets Ione1y. I
like to run vrith someone
4. t'iy coach and mother told me that I could be any
type of runner, I just have to believe it. Sometimes
I do but not constantly. I'm very.competiti-re and
don't like being behind even if it may an advantage.
I lrlAI'rT 'IC tsE IN COI']TROL 0F THE SITUATICI{.
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ri-ft
1. Sometimes I try and forget I'm run::ing. ^ think
of the pas-r, or future events. I may repeat prayers or
songs or even the alPhabet. 工 often think 'lWhates
coach going to think? Please make me go faster, it's
only one more Iap. Re1ax, slow your breathi-ng, swing
your arms. You can't let David down." "I want that
5-minute mile and this is your last year. The last
chance to be good. It'1l feel so good when it's over.
',rihen I'm passed I instantly feel tired and the farther
back I get the worse I feel.
2. l,{y thighs stait to feel heavy, artd my arms feel
awkward and I have to concentrate on usin! thern well-.
3, I have no desire to go on. It usually happens
when I don't want to run anyway. IrJhen I'm behind I find
excuses to stop.
+, I need a more positive attitude ano rnore
confidence in myself. I've decided a long time ago how
good I can be'and I can't seem to break away from tha+..
I want to develop my dealing lvith pain beacuse I'm a
pretty "wi-mpy" runner when it comes to pain.
i1c
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( continueC )
iv,S
L. The only tirnes I reaIly feel like s*',opping are
on long distance runs. This may be because I am not a
long distance runner. However, I feel }ike stopping
usuhlly.depending on how I feel that. day. If I arn
tight, it's usually because I an upset about something.
Then I feel like stopping right through my run. I try
to think about races, and this gives me an escape and
bef ore I know i-u I 'II be able to stop.
2, Late1y I feel fatigue first in my chin. It
begins even bef ore I run. It does not stop my lvorkout
and during the .latter part it won't bother me at .aLl-.
3, Either I'rn extremely sick or injured.
+. IiJhat may make me a better. runn'er would be to
overcome the pain I feel while running the 400m hurdles,
or to overcome it enough to a1Iow me more speed. I
would like to be more relaxed during competition.
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1. In order to keep going I f ocus on the positi'.re
outcome of my exercise. I think of how strong I ann' and
my health.is benefited'irn'the-Iong..ru.I. I think of tfre
records that I lvil1 break or set. I love to read the
newspaper reports after track meets and am elated to see
my name in print. When practicing my sprints I think
of my "kick" at the end of a good race. I race against
the cl-ock and imaginary opponents, and go faster by
imagining an arch rival next to me. If I don't beat
her I won't go to states. I often think of making the
I
state meet to make myself work harder.
!{hen I'm in a race I concentrate on my f orrn
and think about my stride and body position. I f orge+"
about the pain. In a race I gain support from the
crowd. I'm very "first-place happy" and I hate +to l-ose.
lilhen I'm pressured I focus on ihe winner's -urophy and
how much I want it. I have won races this way by
pushing to a lirnit, I didn't knolv I had.
2. Fatigue usually sets in first in my lower 1egs,
ankl-es and f eet. Race walking puts a great striin on
the lower leg. Iliy steps no longer feel smooth, even
heel-io-toe rolls. It feels- flat-footed. Arm swing
is \rery irnpcrtant in walking and after a while my
shoulders f ee1 very hea'ry and stiff . The muscles -in
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my neck become tense. If I'm rea1ly strai-ni-ng, the
pain finally settles in my ches-i,. The pain comes with
each breath. It's a sharp pain, very piercihg.
3. l1y mind cal1s a halt to the amount of pain that
I'm prepared to endure. I become frustrated, and my
breathing is raspy and shallow' it snaps my rnind and
convinces my body to stop. I may be totally displeased
with myself and ye1I at rnyself , wimp, Ioser, baby, and
just an al-l-round jerk for not being able to reach a
daily goal.
I am my own lvorst enemy, and may expect too much
of myself, but if I don't achieve these expectations
then I feel I have wasted my tirne.
4, I feel- I would be better if I could only think
of things irnportant to the race. I must convince myself
I carr reach my ful} potent5.al, it is possible. f would
be d. better aihlete if I could block out any negaiive
feelings. I wou1d like to be able io channel my
-r"houghts into productive resources for racing. I feeL
it can help io build a mind that is strong enough not
to snap or 6reak.
1t3
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( con-uinued )
CJ
1 . 'urlhen I s-r,art to f eel tired 
' 
I tell myself io
just go a little further. I se-r, up short distalces as
my goal. Thi-s continues until I finish what I wanted to.
Another thing that I do is say " C, don't be a loser,
keep going." I've nevdr created any pictures or
rnotivating imaS€Sr but maybe it would help
2. I first notj-ce fatigue in my knee's' They get
an aching on the inside of the knee itself and I also
get a soreness on,the outsj-de.
). I say "iitlhat's the usei why should I kiIl myself?"
After I slow down or stop my.Iegs seem to Say "Thartk you."
4. I think that if I was able to be "boss" and
lvas abl_e to ignore the inner talk telling me to gi 're
up, f wor:Id'get more out of my training. I woul-d like
'r,o irnprove my running through any means.
Appendix E
PART III DIALOGUE
DD
Picture yourself d.uring a trorieout. As you perforra, keep
uppermost in your mind that the fatigue you initially feel
is nearly entirely Fsychological, and that this "mi-nd
fatigue" is transferred into physical slnnptoms. 'This
fatigue you can deal 'rrith because you have control over
)/ou-r thinking, and. you harre a breathing strategy to initi-
ate you.r feelings of success from your pre''ri-ous' experiences.
You can cope 'iriih the ensuing feelings of tiredness, As
yoLl continue your tvoricout, your calves tend to tighten and
your stride becomes shorter and constricted. Do you
recognize this feeling? Can you recatl this feeling right
noir? Use this feeling as a cue for you to begin to exert
personal control oa/er the situation. Do this b), focr-rsing
on your breathing. Inhale hold it . exhale.
Inhale hold it exhale. Begin a breathing and
cor.rnting exercise . Inha1e say rr l ri e:*hale .
lnha-Ie say rt?tr exhale. Inhale . "3" .
exhale. Continue this pattern until the count of 20, l{ov,'
that you are in control, notice thai your cal-res are more
retaxeC and that your stride has returned to iis srnooth,
long, and rhythmical style. As you continue your workout,
when yorlr breathing becomes difficuli and ;rour legs get
iireC initiate you.r breathing strategy. Inhale . "L"
. exhal e. Coniinue until yoLl are back in control. lhis
11年
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breathing re■axation strategy v「■■■ a■oW you tO push fatigue
into the background.  The fatigue doesn't cOntro■ you; you
cOntro■ it・  Thereos a rea■SenSe of satiSfactiOn knoWing
your're in charge, iSn't there?  Be carefu■ not tO reduCe  、
your cOntro■ by quittinge  Thinユc about hoW bad you fee■ and
Rea■LiZe that the On■・」 remedyhol'7 much yOu regret it ■ater。
■s to keep gO■nge  COmm■t yOurse■f tO eXCe■■ence n every
t70rkOut and giVe your max■mum ■ntens■ty to the perfOrmance。
Don't ■et your inner ta■ker confuse and scare you 'ヽrith
such cOmmentS as, ti工lm tir.ed of running," "工
:m not aChiev―
ing anything,:' "工・Ve gOne far enough," and "ItiS more than
anyone e■se didO"  RecogniZe that your inner ta■ker is tryT
ing to take cOntro■ out of your・hands.  DOn3t a■■Ovr it:
use the comments tO initiate yOur breathing strategy.
Don't ignore the commentS・  Instead, uSe the cOmments tO
■n■tiate your breathing strategy.  Focus on your breathing.
Inha■e 。 . . i'1" ・ ・ ・ exha■eo  Continue unti■ you fee■
back in chargeo  Make the task Of running distance ■esS
difficll■t by setting shOrt diStances as yOur goa■ (fOr
examp■e a tree, a pOSt, Or SOme ■andmark)。  Stay foCused
on■y on this ■mmediate gOa■, dontt ■oOk beyond it.  Once
you bypass yOur firSt goa■, ch00Se another One and COn―
This strategy rea■■y br■ngstinue tO fOCuS On that one・
meaning to a recent SOng:  "Another one bites the dust ・ 。
and anOther one, and another one 。 。 , another one bites
the dusti1l  LIhen the gOing getS tOugh trave■ in yOur mind
Lt5
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toyourbeachScene.Fee}the''Yarrilsunrelax}Iotl'orif
you pref er let the cool breezes cool you' P'eca11 hor'; you
feellyingonthebeach.l"jhoisr.;i..,hyor-r?i.jhatareyou
d-oing? Are you making any plans? If not' "vhy not make
some plans or set some goals? '/hat are 3[our goa]s for'
)/our track invorvement? Ho'i, hard- are you prepared to
t'rork? ilhen irou commit yourself fully to the taslc ' yoLt 
vrill
see:rourselffutlyi-ncontrol'Yousee'successisreally
conpared'againstthed.egreeofcommitrnentyott'revlilling
to set. You feeL thai something has kept you irom being
good., but you're not sure 'r'rhat' Is it possible that you
haven,tmad'earrad.equatecornmitmenttoyourselftorra:''j.-
mizeyourabilities?Yourirurertalkertriesveryhard.to
get you to girre up a l-ittle' ilhy not fight back with your
----^ 
-^^+ dt ' force that You canstrategies? Your past successes rern'
achievegreaterheightsifyou'}Ijlrstun}eashihepol'ter
and. control you alread'y possess' Be the runner you 
r'vant
to be. Go for the gold! ';iork on your strategies, c.ev'elop
yolirpo'..lerfulpositiveaffirrnationstothefu}lest.Your
strategiesi.li].lbeeffective,artd.theSrv'lillimproveas
you spend' .time learning and' using them' As the rnusic
tu.ne into your feelings of being in control of the siiuT-
tion.Perfornyourvlor}cor-rtrrd.feelthesynptomsof
fatigue. Test yourself' Trust yourself' Reinforce
you.rselfforhavingcopecl'ilithfatigtreartd.}roltrnegati.re
i-nner talker' You feel good "vhen you're in charge'
(Selection frorn Jonatha.rr Llvingston SeaSr-rl1 , 3z)3 min. )
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Picttlre yourse■f during a lVorkout.  As you perform, keep
Vppermost in your mind that the fatigue you initia■■y f e■
is nearly entire■y psycho■ogica■, and that this "mind
fatigue" is transferred into physica■ symp toms.  This
fatigue yol_l can dea■ with b cause yoll have contro■ over
your thinヒing, and you have a breathing strategy to initi―
ate your fee■ings of success from yotr previous experi―
ences.  You can cope l'F■th th ensu■ng fee■ings of tired¨
ness.  As yOu continue your lvoricout, you begin to notice
the fee■ings ol tiredness across your back and in your
shotl■ders.  As yOu continue the fatigue seems to ■ocate
itse■f in your ■egs, ]ust as if a 10-■b. lve■ght has been
added.  This ■s your cuo to exert your persona■ control.
Focus on your breathing,  Inha■e . . . ho■d it . . ・
exhale。  上nha■e ` 。・ ho■d it . ・ exha■e.  Begin a
breathing and counting exercisel  lnha■ e . . . say "1"
. . . exha■,  Inha■e 。 . 。 say =:2" . . . exha■e.  Inha■e
. . = say "31= ・ ・ ・ exha■e,  Continue this pattern unti■
the count of 20.  This strategy wi■■ a■oII you to continue
and push the fatigue into the backgroundo  As you continue,
picture hOw proud 」olln 、./ou■d be Of your persona■ strength.
HC kno、'FS hOW mtlёh your body lvants to quit, but you show
him and yourse■f that yOu are too poヽ′erful to give tlp.
■ongratu■ations,  As yOur workout becomes longer,
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l,roLl.r effort leacs'to sone breathing problems in that it is
Cifficul-t to take in enoll-gh oxirgen' Initizte yssi' brea'th5'ng
6trateg6 and cope with the fatigue. .Concentrate on
the e.ooc feelings you ha're of yottrself and the feelings
.Tchn ,,r,r6rild haye of you. ilhat r';ould he say? ijhat 'r'iould
he cio? lio,,,i ,gou.ld irou react to his appreciatron of 'yo'"lr
performance? As your inrrer talker begins its negative
dia}ogue, r,lith such commenis as .'yor;l Lazy br-tn, '' ''},o,, never
do anirihin'g right, " a].Id' ""n"hy don't you just quit?' "
realize that this is jtrst a Sarne that is being played on
yolr.. F.ecognize it, and utse the riegative coraments as cues
to initiate your breathing technique, follo''';ei' irrr''nediately
blr a focusing on a successful experience. Don't ma-]"e any
deal_s 'Jith the inner talker to run so far, and then yot-t
can quit. Set your goal initially and totally comrnit )'our-
self to it. As yoll train, set uD short di-stances as yor-lr
goal (ror exancle a tree, a DoSt, or sorne landnar.k) .
Siair focusecl' onlir 6p this irnmediate goal' don't look be-
yond' ii. Once you byoass your first goal, c}toose another
one anc. continue to focus on tha.i 9ne. This strategy o'f
../our,S rea-I1y br'ings life to a recent Songs ''Another. one
bites the dust and another one' and anotirer one
another one bites the cu.st." Reninc yourserf constantry
that ;rott .'.:artt to improve yollr rutnning tines and e.rentr.ta}}y
set the rthaca college r.ecord in the hur.lres. can you sec
i,'o,-i::seIf irnmeCiatellr upon achieving thai Soai? ;lith r';horn
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'Fo u■d you share this accomp■ishment?  PiCtl■re the scene,
Iake it ViVid.  Haverit Come a■ive.  The effort was
certa■n■y l「ヽorth it, 、rasn't it?  Comm■t yourse■f tO the
exce■■ence you desire,  Go fOr it!  Your strategies wi■■
be effective, and they w■■■ improve aS you spend some time
■earn■g and us■ng theme rAs the mus■c p■ays, tune ■nto
your fee■ings of be■ng in contrO■ Of the s■tuation,  Per―
form your v「o kout and fee■ the SymptOms of fatiglュe. Cope
w■th them.  Use your Strategies.  Test yourse■f.  Trust
yourse].f.  lReinforc e yourse■f fOr having coped l`rith fatigue
ani being in COntro■l  You fee■good 1/hen y01■
:re in charge.
(Se■eCtiOn from 」Onathan LiVingston Seagu■■, 3338 min。)
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AG
Pictureyor-rrselfduringa"'rorkout'Asyo'"rperfor;n'keep
uppermostinycr-rrmindthatthefat5.guelror'rinitia}Iyfe,ei
is nearrl, entirery psychorogicar, and that this "r'ind
fatigue" is transferred' into physical symptoms' r'his
fatiSr-re you can deal with because )'rou have control over
your thinlcing, and yor-t have a- breathing strategy to initi-
a.ie )ror-:.r feelings of sr-lccess from your previous experi-
enceS. rotr can Cope withthe ens,"ling feelings of iiz.ec-
ness. :\s yor-r- contj-nue you-r "'iorkout' P8)/ attention to
t^lhereyotrbegintofeelthefatigu.efirst.AsSoonaSyou
begintofeelaheavinessinyourlegs,thisisyou.rcu-e
to cope and exert personal control over the sitr-ration'
This heaviness 'riill have a tendency to restrict your'
stride,constrainyor-t'andgiveyouSorneany.lolr.Srnoments.
DeaI rnrith ihis feeting by focr-rsing on yollr breathing'
Inhale hotd it exhale ' Inhale hold it
.exhale.Beginabreathinga.nc.countingexe::cise
forre]-axationourposes.InhaleSa}rllllt
exhale. Inhale say ttztt exhale ' Inhale
Saylr)lrexhale.Continuethispatternu.ntilthe
cou.nt of 20, This strategy lrill 3]-]srv ;rou to relax 'iihen-
e\rer you nee.J it. As your '''lorl<out continr-res and it gets
ncre difficurlt to continrre, it is very natr-tr:al to ha'T e
thouehts of quitting. Everybody has them, even those
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AG (COntinued)
runners you admire.  TheSe negatiVe thOughts and WOrr■es
about others are prOductS Of your negative inner ta■ker,
and are・used tO teSt you.  You have the contro■ and
as cueS tO re■ax and OVerニstrength to llse these meSSages
come the barr■ers placed in y01■r path.  There ■s an x―
treme■y ttmportant payOff tO C°mm.ting yOurse■f tO xce■
―
lence and not giv■g in tO your fatigue or anX■eties―
―
it's ca■■ed Se■f―respecto  NOt On■y that, itiS important
tO comp■ete eVery WOrkout at the max■mum ■ntens■ty you Can
mustero  iR r a■Ze that yOu can a■WayS dO more than you
think you qan dO.  Think of SOme eXamp■es of S■tuations
in which you eXCeeded your expeCtatiOns,  1、laybe you Vfere
surpr■Sed: I guarantee you were っ■eaSed w■th yourse■f。
11:hen the going getS tOughi, ■t'S OK to trick yourse■f 'rith
the distractiOn eXerc■ses you are dy use,  P■an yolir l.feek■
y
schedu■e, p■an a mOnth―■Ong vacation to the South Seas,
decorate your hOuSe, p■an your Wedding, or ∵hateVer elSe
works fOr you・ PiCture yOurse■f tra■n■ng lV■th Others that
You respect them fOr theiryou reSpectt  l・Iho are_they?
dr■veo  AssOC■ate yOurse■f W■th these eXCe■■ent mode■
s.
Rea■ize that they face the same problems that you face,
they become fatigued, they want tO quit, their inner ta■
ker
p■ayS diSastrous games W■th them, but they COntinue be―
cauSe they haVe made a comm■tment tO eXCe■■ence.  ,lhen you
make yOur perSOna■ COmmitment tO excel■ence, you Vri■
■ un…
■eash the poVfer and COntro■ yOu have OVer yOur behavior.
t2?
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yc,.r ,jrill give more effort to yollr training anc- )rou ',''rill
reap the benefits. lhen you d.o this yor-i Yritl gain ihe rer
SpeCt irom others, and you ':riII become a. po','relful model
on ':rhich less dedicated rLl.nners can depend' Impress ani
infect others vith ]rour intensity airC Cedication arid you
,:ri11 impress ]/OLlrSelf . Dedicate yourself to be yollr o$ri-i
person. This is your choice to be in'rolvefl trith tra'clt'
A}ra.ys p"rfo.* ip a manner that rvill rnal<e you proll'-i of i;hat
you.,ve done. Your strategies uill be effecti're, and they
,,ril} improve as yoll spend time learning and usinS thern'
AS the mr-rsic plays, tune into yollr feelinSs of beir:g in
eontrol of the situation. Perform your vrorkou.t and feel
the sympioms of fatigue. Relax a\?ay your anxieties vith
your breathing strategy. use yoLlr strategies. Test l/our-
self . Trust yourself . 3einforce )rourself for having
copec i,rith your anxieties and fatigue, and for being in
control. Yor't feel good 
"vhen 
yo'-t're in charge'
(Selection frorn Jonathan Li'ringston Seagull , )z)9 mi n' )
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PL
Picture yourself during a-rvorlcout. As you perform, keep
uppermost in your mi-nd that the fatigue you initially
feel is nearly entirely psychological, and that this "mind
fai:igue,, is transferred into physical symptoms. This
fatigr,re you, can deal '.,rith because you harre control over
)rour thinking, and you ha.ve a breathing strategy. to initi-
ate your feelings of success from your prerriou's experiences'
you. ean cope rvith the ensuing feelings of tired'ness. As
]rou continue your t,,'orliout, Vou begin to notice a tired
feeling in your thighs. Thby appear to get heavy artd re-
strict the tength of your stride. i'Ihen this happens' Llse
these cues to begin to exert your personal control. Focus
on lr6up breaihing. Inhale hold it exhale .
Inhale hold it exhale. P.egin a breathing and
counting exercise . Inhale sa';r rr l rr exhale '
Inhale say tt2tt exhale ' Inhal-e ' "3"
exhale. continue ihis pattern until the cor:nt of ?o, l{o"v
that you are back in control, foctts on how much longer and
smoother your stride is. The hea'riness has also left your
arms becaus.e your stride lengthened out. Let your breathing
stratery initiate a positive inner dialogue, "I think
I can I kno,,v I can i lcnet'l I rvoulC. " You harre
all the control and all the porrer you need- io deal with
ihe fatigue feelings. A11 you ha're to d'o is r'tnleash it
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PL (cOntinued)
Don't ■imit yourse■fe  commit
lヽ/■th your breathing strategy。
yollrse■f to exce■■ence in every performance.  工t.S norma■
tO become frtlstrated when you encounter the rough parts of
a worlcout or race, but reduce your frustratiOn first by
initiating your breathing strategy and then by uttering
your positive dia■o gtle, "I think l can . . 。 工 know l can
. . . I knelヽ/ 1 cOu■d.:'  Don・t compare thユS perfOrmance tO
any.othero  Maxinize thiS One aS if it'S the first day of
the rest of your ■i e。  ■ffort is comp■ete■y Voitiona■,
it's entire■y under your cOntrO■, and it.s up to yOu to
comm■t yourse■f to exce■■ence and re■eas  thiS effort in
order to maximize yOur success,  Do it!  Fatigue iS part
Of the track eXper■enc , you a■eady are l'「e■■ aware of
that.  Rec gnize fatigue fOr What it´■s――a・´natura■ out―
come Of effort expended――use the fee■ing as a cue tO
cope,  Donit worry abOut fatigue, just ■et the fee■ing
te■ you it's time to COpe.  Your strategies wi■■ be effec―
tive, and they w■■■ improVe as you spend some time ■earn■g
and uSing them.  As the music p■ays, tune into your fee■ings
Of be■ng in contro■ Of the S■tuatiOn.  Perform your Work―
out and fee■th  symptomS Of fatig」le. Test yourse■f。
Trust yourse■f.  Reinforce.yourse■f fOr having coped.With
You fee■ good When you'refatiaue and be■ng in contro■.
in charge.
(Se■eCtiOn from 」Onathan LiVingstOn Seagtl■■, 3838 min。
)
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MaM
picture yourserf during a workout. As yor-r perform' keep
unpermost in your mind. that the fatigue you initia.lly feel
is nearly entirely psychological' and' that this "mini'
fatigue" is transferred into physical symptoms ' This
fatigue you can deal rvith because you have control over
your thinking, and you have a breathing stra'tegy to initi-
ateyourfee}ingsofSuCcessfromyourpreviousexDeriences.
You ean cope tiith the ensuing f eelings of tired'ness ' As
you continue your workout your knees begin to hurt' and
thisisfol}orvedbyaburningsensationinyourthighs.
can you feel these sensa.tions? Rather than giving in to
the pain, deal with it by exerting your personal control
overthesituation.,!od'othis,focusonyourbreathirrg.
Inhale hold it exha'Ie ' Inhale hold it
. exhale. Begin a breathing and' counti-ng exercisd'
rnhale say rr l rt exhare ' rnhare ' say 
t' 
.tt
. exhale. Inhale ' ")" exhale ' Continue
this pattern until the count of 20' As yollr v;orkout in-
tensifies,yourinnertalkerbombarcsyour,;ithaI}kinds
ofcommentstogetyoutoquit.Youhearsuchthings&Sl
"If you stop early, l'{aureen' you're the biggest asshole
on earth.t .. ,.Do]l. t you have any self -respec t?,' ; ''0h heII,
ryhyarelrouC.oingthis?";"Yourbreathingsucksaniyou're
going so slolv"; and "I''lhy not just take a rest?" Some of
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these, statements seem to make quitting easier and" apparently
justif ies med iocrity. R.ecogrrize these negative coinrnents
exactly for what they are--an unfortunate game that's
beinq played. choose not to play. Instead of stopping
when you hear these.comments, or getting upset' use the
comments as cues to cope ' Ihis is where to exert your
personal. control. Initiate your breathing strategy and
follovlthisr.liththevisuaLtzationofthegigantichand
pushing you from behind' Can you picture the hand'? It
is supportive anC protective' it cushj-ons you from the
fatigue.Ita}soshutsoutthenegativedialoguefromthe
innertalker.Letthissoft,gigarrtichandguideyouto
thecompletionofyourtask.Realisealsothatthehand
hasaspeed'd.ial.Justreachbehindand'turnthedia}
',vhen you ',vish to be transported' at a f aster spee''; ' As you
train, set up' short distances as your goal ( for example a
tree,apost,orsomelandmark)'stayfocusedonlyon
this irnmediate goal, don,t }ook beyonc it. 0r if you
prefer, defocus your attention keeping this set goal in
your inind's eye. Once you bypass your first goal' choose
anotheronea.nd.continuetofocusonthatone.This
strategy that you alread';r use brings life to a recent
song: "A'nother one bites the dust and another one'
a.nC another one another one bites the dust"' ;ihen
yoLt are competing' d'on't compare irourself to you'r opoonent'
Doingthatgivessomeof'yourcontrola\Nay'Theonly
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person i-n this',vorld that you are in charge of is yotlr-
self . Exert your o".rn control by cornroiting yourself to
the maximum effort and. let the outcome take care of it-
seff . Use your strategi'es to help yor'l eope rvith the
fatigue and your inner tallier. Your strategies rvill irn-
prove as you spend tirne learning and using them in your
daily rvorkouts . As the music plays, tune into your f eel-
ingsofbeingincontro}ofthesituation.Performyour
vrorkout a.nd. feel the symptoms of fatigue. cope r,vith then'
LTse your strate6lies . 'lest yourself ' Tru'st 1ro'-lrself ' Re-
inforce yoLlrself for having coped' ',vith fatigl-re and being in
control. You feel good vrhen you're in cnarge'
(selection from Jonathan Livingston seagull, )z)8 min' )
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Pictr-rre yourself d'urin8 a 'itor]cout. As }.rou perforrn, kee]:
uppermost in your rnind that the fatigue yoLl initially feel
i's nearly entirely psychological' and that this "mind
fatigue" is transferred' into ohysical symptoms ' This
fatigue you can d.eal vrith because you have control over
yoLlrthinking,and'youhavea.breathingstrategytoiniti-
ate your feelings of success from your previouts experiences '
You car-r co'pe vrith the ensu'ing f eelings of tiredness ' As
you continr,re your vorkout, your knees begin to hurt or your
qr'ta.d.sbegintohurt.Thesefeelingspassthroughyour
bodyandvlorktheir.rlayintoyourthoughts,Canyourecall
these feelings? These feelings are bues for you to begin
toexertpersonalcontroloverthesituation.Focuson
your breathing. Inhale hold it exhale'
Inhale hotd it exhale-' Begin a breathing
and. eounting exercise ' Inhal e say tr l rr ' exhale '
exhale. lontinue this pattern until the count of 20 '
This 'strategy rvill allo"'i you to contintr.e and to push
f atig,r-re into the background' ' There is'a real sense of
satisfaction from kno,fling you're in charge of the sittta-
tion, isn,t there? As you are weII a\Tare "input = outpu't"
--you get out what you put 5'n--"input = output" this
nessage says that you can be 'as good as you- 'rta'nt io b€'
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a.nd. the s.,-lccess equation is nothing rrore than giving nore
effort. Effort is volitional-; you can tt-rrn it u'p or turn
it do,'r:,,n. can you recal} some past eXperiences when you ex-
ceeded rvhat you thought you could.? iriake them alj-ve' Hori
nany of these success experiences 1^/ere the outgrorvth of
perserveraJlce, hard 
"vorlc, and' a rea].Lzati-on that you could
do it? l'ihen the going gets tough, recall one of these
past successes and commit your pres.ent involvement to repli-
cate that previous outcome. '.lhen you are distance training'
make the task less difficult_ by setting short di.stances
as your goat (for example a treer I Postr or some land'mark) '
sta.y foerrsed. only on this immedi-ate goal, don't look beyond
it.Onceyoubypassyourfirstgoal'chooseanotherone
and continue to focus on that one. This strategy of your's
really brings meaning to a recent song! "Another one bites
thed'ustandanotherone'andanotherone
another one bites the dust." You have aII the control ano
v:illpoluer you need. to deal 'irith 'the fatigue feelings and
tokeepuptoothersyouaretrainin-q,.t,ith.Seeyour.r.self
rrinning rvith aII your teamrnates and. notice thai yot-t are
the front rrlnner. As yor-r begin to tire ' You nainiain
controlbyursingyourfatiguefee}ingstoremindyouto
initiateyourbreathingstrategy.Bev,,areofyournegative
inner talker vrho tries to persr-race )rou that you have done
enor-rgh forone dair; after all there are other days. Reco.q.
nize that this is a game tha.t's being pralred. Iiave no
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lletL ( continued )
partofit.Yor-r-mlrsttakeyourstan.d.righthereandcomnit
lrortrselftofa.rtherandfaster''vorlc'Doitnolu!Tooayis
the first day of the rest of your rife. Stopping rvon't ac-
complish anything. Before any workout begins, commj-t your-
selftothemaximumintensityyoucanmusterandthatyou
rrill','torkthroughtheinevitablefatigue'Trusttha't3's1'l
canfinishvlhatyotrstart.Don'tbeoverlyconcernecthat'
if you run faster, you'It not finish' Test yourself by
choosingtorunuithatearnmateuhornyouassesstoruna
faster pace than you' i(eep Lr'p' The next day rnove on to
thenextrankingteammate'il'laybeyou\''on'tal'"raysbe
faster, that's not the most important thing' llhat is im-
portantisthatyouare..r,,illingtochallengeyor:rselfto
bebetter.Allyouneed'isthecommitmenttoexcellence'
Sta,rt todayI iiork your succeSS visua}izations ';ihen you
begintolosehope.Yott,veDersevered.andsucceedeoin
thepastand.yor-rcand.oitagainandagain.Yourstr.ate-
gieslvillbeeffective,andtheyrvillimproveaSyouspend
some time learning and using them. As the tnusic plays '
tuneintoyourfeelingsofbeingincontrolofthesitua-
tion.Performyourworkoutandfee}theS}rin.otornsof
fatigr:e.Testyourself'Trustyourself'P'einforceyour-
selfforhavingcoped.lvithfatigueandbeingincontrol.
You feel good 
"'rhen 
you're in charge'
(Sefeciion from .ronatha.n Livingston Seagull ' 3233 min' )
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Picture yourse■f during a lvorkout.  As you perform, keep
tlppermost in your mind that the fatigue you initia■■y fe ■
is near■y entire■y psycho■ogica■,“and that this "mind
fatigue:l is transferred into physica■ symptoms.  This
fatigue you can dea■、・′■th b cause you have contro■over
yOur thirLking, and you have a breathing strategy to initi―
ate your fee■ings of success from your prev■ous expe ■ences´.
You can cope lv■th the ensu■ng fee■ings of tirednesso  As
you continue your workout, you fee■ a heaviness in your
chest, shou■ders, arms, and ■egs.  The heav■ness restr■c s
the ■ength of your str■de and your entire movements fee■
constra■ned.  D9 you recogn■ze this fee■ing?  Can you re…
ca■l this fee■ing no、′?  Pay attention to the spec■fic ■ ca―
tion of the heav■n ss sensa,tions.  Use these fee■ings as
cues for yOu tO begin to exert persona■ control ov  the
s■tuation.  Focus on yOur breathingo  lnha■e . . ・ ho■d it
i . . ёxha■e.  Inha■e . . . ho■d it . . . exha■e.  Begin a
breathing and counting exercise.  Inha■e . . ・ say "11: . . .
exha■e.  軍nha■e . . 。 say :'2:' . . . exha■e  Inha■ . . `
Say "3't ・ ・ ・ exhalet  Continue this Dattern unti■ the
count of 201  This strategy w■■■ a■low you to push fatigue
■nto the background.  There ■s a rea■ sens  of satisfaction
from linolving you・re in charge of the situation, isnit there?
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Reware of your negatiVe ■nner t ■ker WhO Offers you a■■
kinds of excuSes tO _quit on yourself.  Rec・ogniZe the fo■…
■o'.r｀ing typica■ cOmments yOu hear:  "lffhy try?  工
1■■ never
be as g00d as l used tO bei:; "工 juS  dOn't have it in me
tO push"; "Everyone is better than me・  Why ShOu■d I
finish thiS?  I'm l・′ay behind and l hurt"; "I'm toO,fat";
':工
im not bui■t like a runner.  りhy shOu■d tt be ab■ to do
this?l': "Come on yOu can fttnish thiS, you dOn't Want tO
■ook bad in frOnt`Of everyone": and l'」Cez, if you can't
finish thiS you might as We■■ hang it up."  Rea■ize that
your ■nner ta■ker S p■aying a diSastrous game lv■th you`
It'S Ca■led, !ilfho's in charge herel:l  Choose nOt tO p■ay
this sturid game.  Instead, as yOu hear theSe comments,
■mmediate■y begin to fOCus on your breathing.  Inha■e ・ ・ ・
say ::1'1 。 。 ・ exha■e.  Inha■e . ・ 。 Say "21: . . ・ exha■e
continue thiS pattern unti■ yOu fee■ more in contro■。  Re―
duce the=difficulty of yOur training task by Setting shOrt
distanceS aS your goa■(fO ex mp■e a tree, a poSt, Or some
On this immediate gOa■, dOnit■andmark).  Stay focl■Sed On■y
■ook beyond itO  OnCe you bypass your first gOa■, ch00Se
another one and cOntinlle to fOcus on that One.  fhiS
strategy of〈our's rea■ly br■ngs mean■ng tO a recent song:
. . and another one, and:]Another One bites the dus  。
another one . ・ ・ another one bites the dust.  1:hen the
go■ng gets tough, rec a■■ SOm  success exプer■enc s from
yOur past。  ¬hink baCk tO a Situat10n´ヽ.」herein yOu surpassed
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Л,1.(c6ntittued)                                       .
your expectations.  HOW did you fee■?  HOW dO ・e■
about that nolV?  Hol`「 do yOu explain your past successes?
Do you have any des■re to achieve present and future suc―
cesses?  lJhat immediate goa■s V′Ou■d you‐■ike to achieve?
Start olit modest by working harder tOday than you did
yesterdayo  Ask yOurse■f at the nd of eVery WOrkout,
"Did l rea■■y work harder than yesterday?"  ∵∫hat Wi■■
yotlr ansヽマer be?  You know there is on■y on  ansl'rer if yOu
l.1「ant to improve.  Yes . . . yes . . . yeso  Make a com―
mitment right no、V tO give the maximum effort to each
workout.  This ■S t e first day of the rest of your ■ife.
Do it:  You have enough cOntro■a d lヽFi■poWer to dea■ with
the fatig、le and yOur inner ta■kero  Recognize the Cues,
■n■tiate your breathing Strategy, v■sua■ize your past
successes, segment the diStances you・ve committed to run,
and ■et yourse■f be the succesS you want to be and Cer―
tainly・deserve.  Hey, y01l can do it:  ItiS nO prob■em,
just commit yourse■f tO yOur oLヽm persona■ exce■ence。
You have the po.SitiVe attitude inside you, 3VSt ■et it
out,  1'Ihen you do it Wi■■ engu■f you.  Be the succeSS
you Want to be.  Don't use others to gauge your olrn suc―
cess.  You are the on■y person ■n thtts v「or■d that you
are ■n Charge ofo  SuCCess ■s cOmpared aga■nSt the Cegree
Of commitment youlre lヽ「i■■ing to cOmmit.  110rk on deVe■op―
ing yollr poヽVerfu■ Strategies.  They 、′i■■ be ffOctiVe,
and they 、V■■■ improVe as you spend some time ■earn■g and
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u.sing thero. As the music pIa.ys, tune into your feelings
of being 1n control of the situation. Perform JIoLlr rnrork:
or-rt and f eel the srmptoms 'of fati€iue ' Test yo"rself '
Trust youbself . :-=:einforce yourself for having coped vrith
fatigue and for being in control . You f eel good 
"nrhen
1/ou're in charge .
(Selection from Jonathan Livingston Seagull , 3238 rnin' )
「
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CM
Picture yollrself during a lVOrkout・  As you perform,l keep
uppermost in your mind that the fatiglle you initia■
■y fee■
is near■y entire■y psychO■OgiCa■, and that this 'imind
fatigue:' iS tranSferred intO physica■ Symp tonS・
  ThiS
fatigue you can dea■With because you have COntro■
 OVer
your thinking, and you haVe a breathing strategy tO initi―
ate yOur feelings Of Success frOm your oreV■Ous eXper■
―
De W■th the ensu■ng fee■ings of tired―ences.  You can CO]
nesso  As you cOntinue your VヽOrkOut, yOur shOulders tend
tO hike up and pu■■ yOu in a backWard directiOn.  Do you
recogn■ze thiS fee■ing?  Can yOu reca■■ thiS fee■
ing nOW?
lTse thiS fee■ing aS a cue fOr yOu to begin tO exert
nersona■ cOntro■ OVer the s■tuation・  DO thiS by focuS■
ng
On your breathingo  lnha■e ・ . ・ hO■d it . ・
` exha■e.
Inhale . . ・ hO■d it , 。 exha■e.  Begin a breathing and
cOunting exerciSe.・ Inha■e . ・ 。 Say "1" ・ ・ ・
 exha■e・
Inha■e . . . Say "2:: . . ・ exha■e・  Inha■
e , . 。 Say ::311
. . . exha■.  COntinue thiS pattern un■■■ the count Of
20。  l10Vr that you are in cOntro■, notiCe that your
shou■ders are relaXed and that you dO not fee■
 as COn‐
stra■ned as before`  Your Str■de ■S nol.I Smoother ana
■Onger becauSe your upper body no ■Onger hamperS your
]_eg actiOno  ThiS re■axatiOn Strategy wi■
■ a■olr you tO
っ1■sh fatiguO intO the background.  The fatiglle dOesnlt
「  ■・ …    Ⅲ・  .  ~~~―― ¬ヽ   雪 ‐ 1  '  
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control yotl; yol-1 control it' There's a real sense of
satisfa.ction kno"'ring you're in char'3e' isn't ihere? Fe
ca.refr.tl not to reCuce your control by quitting' You ]rnov;
',.,rhat a "let Co,r,,r:I" feeling that gives You' Reali-ze that
thisfeelin8onlyoccurs'',lhenyotrref}ectbackonyour
quitting.Thinkaborrthowbadyoufeellater,andrealize
tha'ttheonlyr.enedyistokeepgoing.Commityourselfto
excellenceineveryr,vor]<otttandgiveyournaximuminten.
sitytotheperformance.Don,t}etyourinnert.a}kerScare
lrou rvith sr-rch conments &s.r "You better Iook good', " or ""Jhat
if someone sa,Y )rolr' going this s1s'i''?" ?ecogttize thai )'o'-lr
inner tall<er is trying to take sorne of ihe control or'tt of
yol-lr hands. Don't allo'.v itl LTse the cornrnents to initiate
yoll-r breathing strategy' ]^lhen you hear the comments' focus
cn your breathing' Inhale ' "1" exhale' 'ontinue
until yoLl f eel bacl< in charge. Inraediately follo"r r':ith a
recalr of a success experience, especiarry one in 'ihicir
)/ouexceed.ecyoL].rexpecta.uions.Clou'c.yolrrselfintheSu-C-
CeSS feeling. ThiS ',.]oulc be a good' strateglr to ao cailx,
before you run and certai-nly as yo'"t're ruaning' Your pas"
sl.r.ccesses reinforce ihai you can achier"e greater heighis
iflrou,Iljr-rstunleashthepowerand'ccnirolyoLl.alreac;;
possess, B'e the rltnnell ;trott t"'ant to be' Go for ihe golc!
iealizealsoihaitheonlypersonyou.areinci.rargeofis
yollrself , and that you ne,.'ier neec to feel a.lone because
1/ou har,,e So many gooc experiences to reli're. They 
i,liil
Ci"t ( continued )
make the'time go
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by easier. Your, i:n"" talker is trying
desperately to convince you to cut your weekend practices
down because you don't like to run alone. Don't listen!
Run, ald fi1] the time with your favorite songs, decorate
your house, Plan your weddingr or do whatever is pleasing
to you. when you commit yourself ful1y to the task of
1:nning you will feel truly in control. How hard are you
prepared tb work? Suceess is realIy compared against the
degree of commj.tment you're willing to set. Work on your
strategies. Develop your positive affirmations to the
fuI1est. Your strategies will be effective, and they
will improve as you spend some time learning and using
them. As the music plays, tune into your feelings of ,
being in control of the situation. Perfor:n your workout
and f eel the S1rmptoms of fatigUe. Test yourself . Trust
yourself. Reinforce yourself for having coped with
fatigue ald your inner talker. You feel good when you're
in charge. .
(Selection .from Jonathon Livingston Seaguu , 3t38 min. )
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( continued)
Im
Ficture )rorjrself crrring a r,rorkout. As you perforn, fueep
upperrnost in your mind that the fatigu,e you initiall;r
feel is nearly entirely psychological, anC that this "nind
fatigue" is transferred into physical syc,rptoms. This
fatigue you can cieal r'rith because you have control over
yottr thinking, and. you have a breathing strategy to initi-
ate your feelings of SucceSS from yollr previoits exoeri-
ences. You. can cope with ensurng feelings of tiredness.
As yor-l continue your i'rorkout' your thighs feel very heavy
and this is foIlo'rred by an arvkward feeling in your arms'
Together, these feelings produce constricted moyements
and your stride loses its length and rhythm' Db you
reco gnize these feelings and happenings? Can you recaII
,these feelings no1...r? Pay atteirtion to the specific feel-
ings. can yor-r loca.te thern exactly? I-Tse these feelings as
clles for yor-r to begin to exert personal control over ihe
situation. Do this by focusing on your breaihin,S. inhale
. . . say t'1rt 
"' 
exhale. fnha'le''' say ,t}tt .' r
exhale. Begin a breathing and counting exercise". Inhale
. Say tr1rr exhale. Inhale Salr tt/tt
exhale. Inhale Salr ttStt exhal-e. Continue thrs
pattern u.ntil the count of 20. lio'.: tnat )rou are in coir-
tr.ol, hotice that the hea.viness feeling ha.s nearl-y cisap-
.':ea.reC. Yoi.tr stride is no','' Sr0oother and longer, sr.td 1.rs11r
i,IR ( continued )
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arins don't feel a'i/k','tard. This relaxa'-''ion stra'tegy 'rlil}
3|]e'ir 1/or-r to push f atig:-re inio the backgrounci ' Instead
of feeling that you are a pretty "'"''impY" ruruIervrhen ii
comes to pa.in, rlo"{ you have a stz'ategy that pttts you in
eharge.Thefatigueandpaindon'tcontrolyou;youcon-
trol them. There is a real sense of satisfaction knolring
you,re in charge, isn't there? Beware your negatS've
irurer talker rvho places all kinds of extra burdens on
you.toincreasethedifficultyofthetask.Thecomments
d.ealing virth "you can't do this' and' you' can't do that"
Servenou.sefu}purpose.Youmustrecogni-zethatyour
inner tarker is trying to get you to .oray a disastrous
game. It's called., "1iiho's in charge?"' Choose not to
payattentiontothecontentofthedialogr-re,butrecog-
nize it so that you' can cope with it' Do this by focusing
on your breathing. Inhale''' say'r1rt''' exhale
Continueu.ntilyoufeelincharge.P.ecucethed.iffi.
culty oi ;reur training task by setting short distances
asyourgoal(forexanpleatree'apost'orsome'lano-
nark).Sta',7'focuseConlyonthisimrnediategoal'don't
l-ookbeyonCit'Onceyor-rb;passiroul'firstgoal'choose
another one and continue to focus on that one' This
st.rategyrea}Iybringsmeaningtoarecentsong:''r!nother
one bites the d'ust and another one' anci another one
.anotheronebitesihedllst.,''jhenthegoin.-<gets
|
|
|
|
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MR (cOntinued)
tOugh, rec a■■ SOme SucceSS exper■enc s f Om your past.
Think back to a s■tuatiOn l.Ihere■n yOu surpassed your.ex―
pectations.  HOW did you fee■?  HoW dO yOu fee■ about
that nOW?  HOW dO you exp■ain your past SuccesSes?  Do
yoll have・n' des・fe to achieVe present and future suc―
cesses?  You rea■■y haVe no idea hoW good you are unti■
yOu make a comm■tment to eXCe■■ence, a comm■tment tO
m ax■m Ze your ■ntens■ty in yOur workouts.  That's 7fhere
performance SucceSS ■S gO■ng tO cOme fromo  YOu have
un■im■ted resources and COntro■――a■■ you have tO dO ■S
llnleash them.  lりn you dO they Wi■■ engu■f you.  Be the
success you Want tO be`  Don't use others tO gauge yOur
Olln success.  You are the on■y person ■n thiS Wor■d that
y6u are ■n charge ofo  There are other runnerS that per―
haps have more abi■ity than you and it may be that they
l.f■■■ pass yOuo  IS thiS such a Q■Saster?  The ansVer 
■s
"yes" if you are not performing at your maximun intensity。
If thatiS the case, use the passing as a cue tO relaX and
stride out・ You arenit ChaSing the person ahead of you,
yoll're simp■y perfOrming at the leve■ of yOur capabi■i―
ties and, as ■mportant■y, at the ■eve■ Of yOur persOna■
commi tmento  ifh9t iS the ■eve■ Of thiS COmmitment?  HOl∵
hard a.re you prepared tO WOrk?  SuccesS iS rea■ly COm―
Dared against the degree Of COmmitment youore wil■ing tO
set.  l10rk On your Strategies, develop your polFrerful
DOs■tiVe affirmatiOn tO the fu■■est,  Yotr strategies
t4t
I,IR (continued)
r.rill- be effective, and the;r i':i-II improve as )rou spend some
tirce rearning and using them. As the rnusic ,olays, tune
intoyourfeeli-ngsofbeingincontrolofthesituation.
perform your r,rorliout and feel the slrmptoms of f,atigue'
Testyourse}f.Trustyourself.Reinforceyourselffor
halring co-ped ri'ith f atiglre and' your negative inner talller '
Yor-:. feel good r,vhen yol:''re in charge'
(lielection frorn Jonathan Li-.\ringston Seagr-tll , )238 min' )
? ??
．
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ES
Picture yourSe■f dur■ng a 、｀「orkout.  As you perform, keep
uppermost in your mind that the fatigue you initia■■y
fee■ is hear■y entire■y pSycho■og■ca■, and that thiS "mind
fatigu e" is transferred into physica■ symptomSO  ThiS
fatigue you Can dea■W■th becatlse you have COntro■ OVer
your thinking, and you haVe a breathing strategy to initi―
ate yOur fee■ings of Success from your preV■Ous eXper■enc es.
You can cope w■th the ensu■ng fee■ings of tireanesSO  As
you contihue your WOrkout, you notice that you begin to
■ose yOur breath.  It may be that you are sha■■OW breathing.
Your armS and ■egs fee■ Very tight and thiS CombinatiOn re―
stricts your strideo  TheSe are the cues for you tO begin
tO exert perSOna■ contro■  Ver the s■tuation.  Focus On
hO■d it . . ・ exha■e.  工nha■eyour breathingo  lnha■e . . .
。 。 。 ho■d it ・ . 。 exha■e.  Begin a breathing and COunting
etrategy・  Inha■e . . . Say lll.= . 。 O Exha■e . 0 ・ Inha■e.
. exhale.
conti-nr-re this pattern ttntil the cor-tnt of 20' This sirategy
,rrill allor,r you to continue and. to push the fatigue intc the
baclcgrottnd.l\o';rthatyor-r'areback'incontrol'focuson
hor^r nuch longer and smoother yollr strid'e is ' The hea'ri'-
ness has left your arms because your strid'e has lengthened
ot-ti.iliakeyourd.isiancetasklesscifficultbysetting
short distarrces aS yollr goal (for example a tree, a oost,
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ES (continued)                            .
or some ■andmЯrk)。  Stay focused on■y On this immediate
goa■, don't ■o6ktt beyOnd`it.  OnCe you bypass yOur first
go a■, choOSe another one and continue tO fOcus on that
one.  Thig strategy Of yourts rea■■y brings meaning to
a recent song8  ':Another One bites the dust . 。 . and
. . 。 another one bites theanother one, and anOther One
dust.:l  You haVe a■■ t e contro■ and Wi■■pol1/er you need
to dea■ With.the fatigue fee■in s and tO keep up to
Others you are training Withe  A■■ yOu have tO dO tO unニ
■eash your W■■■pollrer ■s tO ■n■tiate your breathing stra―
tegy and fo■■OV「 W■th a focus■ng on your success eXper■ence.
Don't ■imit yOurse■fe  Donit ta■k yourse■f Out of your
performance.  It'S norma■tO haVe thoughts Of Stopping
17hen the‐going getS tOugh, eVerybody has the血.  Your
negatiVe st■f―ta■ker lVi■■ try to get you to entertain a■■
kinds of thOugntS to diStract yOu from achiev■ng yotlr
gOa■s.  A■ways fin■sh What you start.  COmm■t yOurse■f tO
exce■■ence ■n every perfOrmanceo  Sing your favor■te up―
beat song.  ChOOSe one vr■th a rhythm that Wi■l Cha■■enge
you to ke9p up 17ith it.  Experiment with a number of SOngs
unti■ you find one that rea■■y Works for you.  Fatigue iS
part of the track eXper■ence, yOu aready are we■■ a are
Of thato  Recognize fatigue for・What it iS――a natura■
‐
outcome of effOrt eXpended――but use the fee■ing as a cue
tO CODe.  Dontt WOrry about fatigue.  llhen you train hard,
be proudiof yOurse■f and r a■iZe that your・harcl vJork gives
4 t' lt
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you. an acvantage over )rour .opponents. E\rery day you train
commit yourself to compJ-e',,ing you.r viorkout at your maximum
intensity. i{hen your irueer talker aslcs, "is one day that
important?" answer with increased effort io display that
you a:]^e in charge of the sitr-ration. Don't turn any con-
trol - over', to the inner talker. That's just a gaxne that's
being played.. Your strategies rvill be effective, and they
ilrill i-mprove as you spend some time learning and r-tsing them '
As the music pIays, tune into your feelings of being in
control- of the situation. Perform your viorkout and' feel
the symptorns of f atigue . Test'yourself . Trust yottrself '
P.einforce yourself for hav]ng coped rrith fatigr-re a1C being
in control. You feel good. r,rhen yourre in charge.
(Selection from Jonathan Livingston Seagull, 3z)8 min' )
|ト
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~D喝
Picture yourSe■f during a′lVOrkout e  As you perform, keep
uppermost in your mind that the fatigue you initia■ly
fee■ is near■y entire■y pSycho■ogica■, and this :!mind
fatiguёll iS transferred into physica■ symp tomS.  ThiS
fatigue you Can dea■Vrith because yOu have cOntro■ OVer
your thinking, and you haVe a breathing Strategy tO ■n■ti―
ate yOur fee■ings Of Success frOm your preV■Ous eXper■
―
ences.  You can COpe W■th the nsu■ng fee■ings Of tired―
ness,  As you continue your WOrkol■t, pay attention to
l「ヽhere you begin tO feel the fatigue first.  In addltiOn
tO your chin be■ng sOmewhat pa■nfu■, dO you fee■ fatigue
in the ank■eS?  CalVes?  thighs?  arms?  ShOu■ders?  Lo―
cate the fatigueo  Learn tO recognize thiS fee■ingo  ThiS
fee■ing Wi■■ be the Cue fOr you tO begin to eXert persona■
cOntro■ OVer the s■tuation.  Do thiS by focuS■ng On your
breathing`  Inha■e ・ ・ ・ hO■d it . . . exha■e.  工nha■e
. . . ho■d it ・ . ・ exha■eo   BQg■n a breathing and counting
strategy for tt■axatiOn purposes.  Inha■e . . 。 Say
. say "2" . . ・ exha■e.::1:: . ・ ・ exha■eo  lnha■e 。 ・
Inha■e ` . 。 Say "3" ・ ・ ・ exha■eo  COntinue thiS pattern
unti■ the count of 20.  This strategy wil■ a■oヽ｀F yOu to
The fee■ing of fatig、le '「i■■re■aX Whenever your need it・
tel■ you that it ユS time to COpeo  As yollr WOrkout con―
tinueS and it becomes more diffiCu■t tO COntinue, day
??
?、
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IiiS ('continued )
d.reamingisaverygoodstrategytopushfaiiguebackfrorn
inme.j.iate consciou.sness. lhinh of situations that you
really enjolr. Times ,,.rhen you i.vere reallir successful'
llho \',Ias trith you? l,'Ihat were you wearing? Hotv i'id yot-t
feel in the success experience? Don't let your outsice
worries distract you from your maximum i-nvol'rement in
the track experience. certainllr your feelings about non-
track matters are important, but you nust commit yourself
to excellence to deri-ve maximum satisfaction anc success
from aII you.r efforts. liven on the long rlins, it is
iiinoortant that you perforn 'rrith ma:<inum intensity if yolrl
are to get the important overtraining effects. Don't
ninimize the importance of the distance training' You
have aI.I the control and rlillpower you need' to deal l';ith
)ror-rr f atigue f eelings and' to complete every ';;orl<ou't '
iihen the going gets tor:gh, just relax' Do that by
focusingonyourbreathing.Returntothebreathingand
counting exercise. Inhale ' "1" exhale' Con-
timre to the colr.nt of 20 or until you can initiate your
da.ydrearningSucCessstrategies.Yourstrategies'..1i11
beeffective,andthey';rillincro'treas;rouspenCtir'te
learningani'usingthem.Asthemusicptays,tuneinto
)rollrfeelingsofbeingincontrolofthesituaiion.Per-
forrn yollr rvorkout and feel the syrnptorns of faiigue' coce
,:rith thero. ljse l/our strategies ' Tesi yourself ' Tr'"lst
J,ror-1.rSe]-f,.Peinforcel.roLlrSe]-ffor.havingccped.'*ith
l llc
l'1S ( continued )
fatigr-:.e and for being in control . ycu f eeI good.' ',,,'hen
)ro,-r-'re in eharge .
(Sel.e.ction froin jonatlian Livingston Seag."rll , 3t jg min. )
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ST
picture yourself d.uring a workout. As you perform, keeo
uppermost in you mind that the fatigue you initially feel
is nearly entirely psychological, artd. that this "mind
f atigue,, is transf erred. into physical sllrnptoms. This
fati.gue your can d.eal ,vith because you have control over
your thinking, and you ha.re a breathing strategy to initi-
ate )rour feelings of success from your previous experiences '
you can cope rvitir the ensuing feelings of tj-redness' As
you continue the ,,':orkout, You begin to notice the feelings
in your lo$rer legs, a:rkles, and. feet. Your ankles stiffen
and you feel like you're losing the smooth heel-to-toe rolls
that typify your racing style ' This is your cue to exert
your personal control. Focus on your breathing' Inhale
hoIC it i , exhale. Inhale hold it exhale '
Begin a breathing and counting exercise. Inhale say
,r1,, exhale. Inhale Say f 2n exhale.
Inhale say tt)'f exhale. continr-te this pattern
r-rntil the.count of ?0, lio'ir that you are back in control,
focus on'ho',,v much stronger you vri-ll be because you pushed for
glory.Exhaustj-onlvillbereward'edbyupcomingpositive
outcomes. Picture ,rhat the nervspaper rvill say about you'
In Iarge, bold print the headline declares suE ';JIliS AGAIi'i'
The follorving feature article on you quotes you saying ho-u
r+9
ST (continued)
you make a total comrnitment even for every practice in
order to maximize you,r performance. As long as you lvork
you.r hardest every dry, the end. result tvill take care of
itself . You rvill be as successful as your ability rvill
al1ol. Don't force success, viork hard, prepare for it, and
let it happen. The newspaper article also contains a
colttmn on how you deal vrith )rour inner talker. As your
',','orkout gets tougher and you begin to feel negative sensa-
tions in the shoulders and chest, along 
',vith stiffness in
the ankles, ;rour inner talker begins to play ga]nes vrith
you. The purpose is to break your concentration or snap
your rnind. Your inner talker gets emotional, screams, anC
yells out such names as wimp, Ioser, and total loser. It
even gets humorous vrhat lengths your i-nner talker will go
to get you to stop. i{hat a joke! Smile your inner talker
away. Eut, remember your negative i-nner talker is your
ivorst enemy; your o1'I the other hand are your greatest
strength. You are the person in charge. Don't iry to
block out the negati''re feelS-ngs and become frustrated,
challenge the inner talker by working harder. Use the inner
talk as a cue to cope. Recall- your comments in the news-
paper dealing 'rrith your commitrnent to excellence. F.eturn
to the breathing aJrC counting exercise. Inhal-e say
trlrr exhale. Continue to the count of 20 or until
;uou can'begin to initiate yoirr strategi-es. :-our sir,ategies
I'rill- be effectii;'e, and their i'riIl improve as Vor-:- spenC some
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time ■ arning・and using them.  As the music p■ays, tune
■nto your fee■ings of be■ng in contro■ of the s■tuation3
Perform your WOrkout and fee■ the symptoms of fatigue.
cope vr■th themo  Use your strategies.  Test yourse■f.
Trust yourse■fo  Reinforce yourse■f for having coped with
fatigue and being in contro■。  You fee■ gOod When you・re
in charge.
(Se■ectiOn from 」onathan Livingston Seagu■l, 3838 min。)
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CV
Picture yburse■f during a workouto  As you perform, keep
lJppermost'■n yOur m■nd that the fatigue you ■n■t a■y fee■
is near■y entire■y psycho■ogica■, and that this "mind
fatigue" is transferred into physica■ syttp toms o  This
fatigue you can dea■w■th b cause yOu have contro■over
your thinking, and you have a breathing strategy tb in■ti―
ate yOur fee■ings of success from your prev■ous expe ■encesc
You can cope 、v■th the ensu■ng fee■ings Of tiredness.  As
you continue your vrOrkout, yotl begin to notice the fee■ings
of tirednesso  As yOu cOntinlle your workout, you begin to
notice the fee■ings in your knees, nOt actua■■y pain but
certa■n■y nOt p■easant sensatiOns.  This ■s your cue to
exert your personal cOntroli  Focus on your breathinこ.
Inha■e . . . hOld it . . . exha■e. Inha■e . . . hOld 主ザ
. . ` exha■o  Begin a breathing and counting exerc■se.
Inha■e 。 . . say "1" . . . exha■e.  Inha■e . . 。 say ':2::
. ・ . exha■eo  lnha■e 。 . 。 say :i3" . . . exhaleo  con―
tinue this pattern unti■ he count of 20。 Now that you
are back in control, set up shOrt distances as your gOa■
(for example a tree, a post, Or some ■andmark)。  stay
focused on■y On this immediate goa■, dOn't ■ook beyOnd it.
Once yOu bypass your first goal, chOose anOther one and
continue to fOcus On th=t One.  This strategy of yOuris
.real■y brings ■ife to a recent sOng:  1:Another One bites
t52
C',' (continued)
the d';rst a.nC another one, and another one
another one bites the dust." As .the '.'iorkout gets tougher,
yoLlrinnerta,IkerlikestoplayaEamewithyoucalled
,,,..Jho,s in charge here?" It aslis questions Iilce ""',rhat's
the use?" "';'Jhy kill yourself?" anC offers to thank yotr
if you slo'ired do,,,,11 and quit. Ho,irever, you are the person
in charge, Boss Yoss. Boss Yoss doesn't ignore the i:r::er
talk, bnt she recognizes it exactly for what it iis--a
gaine that's beinf, played to reduce your effectiveness.
tross ,,ross is a strong, po"Yeffrr.l force 'vho l-il<es to accept
the challenge of overcoming the adversity of fatigr-re by
l,'iorlting ha.rder. P,oss '.''oSS iras made a cornmitmdnt to personal
excellence and she ,.ron't cornprornise. The sensati-ons in the
knees and the appearance of the negative inner talk are
cues that the game is on. P.eturn to the breathing and
counting exercise . Inhale say rr l rr exhale '
continr-re to the count of 20 or until yoLt can begin to ini-
tiate your straiegies. Your strategies |iiII be effective'
and they ,rrill improve as yoll spenc some time learning and
t.sing thern. As the music plays, tune into your f eelings
of being in control of the situation. Perforrn yoLlr Yiork-
out a-nd feel the symotoms of fatigue. cope viith theia'
i-rse )rour strategies. Test yourself . Trust yourself' ?'e-
inforce yor:rse] f for having coped '.;ith f atigu-e and being
in control. You feel good ,,..,hen you're in charge.
(Seleiciion from Jonathan Li',ringston Seagull-, )233 nin' )
Appendix i"
PART I i.ELA]{ATION EXEJICISE
Lie on your bed, or sit in a comfortable chair. Close
yollr eyes. I vrartt you to concentrate on you-r breathing,
in orCer to become relaxed. Take a deep breath .
hold it . exhale. fnhale hold exhale.
ilith each'breath, hold the inhalation and exhale ful1y.
Iach time you inhate, feel that you. are pulling aIl you.r
worries, eares, and. tensions that you feel into your lungs
a::d exhale them ,lith each breath. Feel more artd more
rela-reC lrith each breath. iJith each exhalation more and
more of your cares and tensions disappear. Continue this
breathing pattern. Take a deep breath hold it
exhale. Inhale hold it exhale. T3.]"€ this time
to becorne more artd more relalced.
( Pause 30 sec. )
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、 PART ttI STANDARD SUCCESS EXPERIENCE
I lvou■d ■ttke you nOW tO reca■■ a t ack performance in which
you vere extreme■y Succ ssfu■――a time when you rea■■y
max■m■Sed your efforts and ta■ents.  The outcome of thiS
s■tuation rea■■y p■eased youo  You 、1′ rked hard and you Were
rewarded.  ][ake thiS Success experience c■ear ano a■iVe.
NOt on■y see the success but project yourse■f into the
s■tuation and fee■ the success.  What do you fee■?  ‖hOp
dO you see?  lfhat do you hear?  What do yOu taste?  Doesn't
the success fee■ good?  Sink back into that fee■ing and
mi■k it fOr a■■ it's Worth.  Reca■■ hoW Onfident you fe■t
and hoW much in contro■ of the situation you Weree  llaybe
you didn't rea■ize it, but that'S the rea■ you waiting tO
cOme out.  Let the rea■  you, the confident yOu oute  rl.hat]s
the rea■ you:  Anytime during your practice or during your
thinking about track perfOrmance that you begin to fee■
that you are ■oS■ng contro■, concentrate on your breathing
(inhale . . . ho■d it . . . exha■e)and return to your suc―
cess exper■ence and ■OSe yourse■f in ■t for a short per■d
of time.  Do thiS anytime you fee■ fatigtled or worr■ed
about・any aspect of your perfo..lanc e o  Re■aX, see and fee■
your past success, and you wi■■ find the rea you.  As you
listen to the mtls■c, ■et your fee■ings f■oW W■th thiS suc―
cess exper■ence you reca■■。  Focus on the sensua■ exp er■nce
donlt mibs a thingo  This is an important part of your ■ife
to re■ive: be thankfu■ it occurred but rea■ize aboVe a■■
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else that you made it happen. You produced the success.
congratufations. This is the,you that was, and the'you
thai can be. whenever you exercise your personal conirol.
Remember you control fatigue and effort, fatigue
never controls you. '.1'uhe into your feelings as you
listen to the music.
(Selection frorn Jonathon Livingston SOaguIl, 3t38 rnin. )
Appendix H
PAP.T Ii POST-DIALOGUE EXPERIEI{CE
I
.ontinue to keep jUo.r" elres cfosed. Concentrate on your
'breathing. rnrrai.e hold it . exhare.. Breathe
i
out any cares, tfrJ.t you might have. Continue the breathing
pattern. Feer *J"" relatced with each breath. As each day
goes by, you lea/r, ,no"" artd. more abotrt yourself ald your
personal control ior". your effort a1d. fatigue becomes
stronger and stronger'. Fatigue is something you are learning
to deal with. Your performance is becoming more effort-
Iess because you are in charge, not the fatigue. You ,vilr
be able to perfolm right through the fatigue. I(nowing that
makes you feel v?ry succejssfut, and so it should because
iyou are the success you rvartt to be. Keep that allays upper-
I
most in you mind l "o matter what you hear from 
your l-nner
tall<er. R.ememb"i, you are the real- }roll; your iruoer talker
iis just playing i*"= to test you. trxercise your intentional,
personal controllald comrnj-t yourself to Your goals. You
are in charge! i"trot* 
''= 
if Sreq mean it' Be more success:-
ful tomorrow thal you were'today and yesterd'ay. When you
hear the tone, open your €)'es, artd rei'rind the tape for the
next night's listening.
( tone )
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